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Mission Beach fire leaves students homeless Web safety

top priority
for ITS and
students

By Catherine Quirk
The campus community at USD
is stepping up to show their support
for three senior male students who
lost their home in a South Mission
Beach fire on Friday afternoon. The
devastating fire
displaced seniors
Brandon Pritzl, Michael Weiler and
Vince Villanueva, as well as several of
their neighbors. The students lost all of
their possessions when the duplex they
rented near Dover Court burned down.
Administration, peers and fraternity
brothers have mobilized quickly to
lend a hand. A bake sale will be taking
place on Thursday, Oct. 13 to help ease
the financial burden the students face
as a result of the blaze.
Pritzl's fraternity brothers in
Lambda Chi Alpha are planning to sell
baked goods, and members of USD's
sororities are also planning to lend a
hand. Seniors Jared Barris and Cedric
Hubert, members of Lambda Chi
Alpha, wanted to do their part and took
the initiative to organize the fundraiser.
"It started off as a brotherly gesture
to help Brandon [Pritzl] out, and then
led to this crazy idea of a fire bake sale
to support all three of the guys," Barris
said. "Our main goal is to give back as
much as we can."
According to Hubert, the bake
sale is meant to raise awareness about
the fire within the student and faculty
body. "By attending, hanging out and
showing support by spreading the
word, they will be doing a good deed
to three of their peers," he said. "Pritzl,
Weiler and Villanueva are in times of
financial need and any donations would
help immensely."
In addition to fellow students, the
administration at USD did their part to
aid the three Mission Beach residents
when they were left with nowhere
to live, no materials for class and no
clothes or material possessions.
"USD has put us in a guest
apartment down in Missions A," Pritzl
said. "The school has been extremely
helpful providing us with this room
for the meantime, some campus cash
for meals, replacing our textbooks and
loaning us laptops."
Due to how unsafe the Dover
structure is, fire department officials
have not been able to enter to see
if anything can be salvaged. The
three residents did not have renter's
insurance, so they are assuming the
financial hardship of the damages
themselves. While the fire may have
claimed their possessions, Pritzl,
Weiler and Villanueva said they feel
See FIRE, Page 3

By Kasha Patel
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Imagine inviting a few close
friends to a house party via Facebook
and having 4,000 people RSVP. USD's
Cyber Security Awareness Month,
according to Student Technology
Services Manager Mark Zocher,
is meant to help protect campus
members from security threats such as
this, which happened to an Australian
teenager after his Facebook account
was hacked in February.
October is the eighth annual
CS AM, and Facebook account hacking
is only one of the many examples that
highlight the importance of computer
and password security.
Zocher said that October is
"a time to remind people of how
to protect their identity and their
computer while using the Internet."
"It might seem like a no-brainer,"
Zocher said, "but we have about 75
students, faculty and staff per year
in the USD community who get their
passwords stolen or cracked, sending
out spam to the world and putting
their data at risk."
Lead Instructional and Media
Technology
Analyst
Michelle
Yeung is the head of USD's CSAM.
According to Yeung, the purpose of
the month is to educate students and
faculty about how to navigate through
a "digital society" safely, protecting
the technology we use, the networks
we connect to and the digital assets
we share.
"It is our shared responsibility
to protect ourselves and others with
awareness and just a few simple
steps," Yeung said.
Two main tips for increasing
computer and Internet protection are
to never share passwords with anyone
and to pick a different password for
USD accounts.
"USD does an excellent job
controlling malicious attacks on our
network and systems including the
use of one of the leading anti-virus
programs, Symantec Endpoint, which
is available to the entire university
community," Vice Provost and Chief
Information Officer Chris Wessells
said. "In addition, USD uses Impulse

The Dover Court residence of USD seniors Brandon Pritzl, Michael Weiler and Vince Villanueva erupted in flames on Friday leaving the
three students homeless, and claiming all of their possessions.

See CYBER, Page 2

USD professor honored Day of Peace recognizes 'Changemakers'
for work with refugees
By Lindsay Price
USD Ethnic Studies Professor
Jesse Mills will be honored for
his work with the Somali refugee
community at the Somali Family
Service's First Annual OceanLeaf
Awards Ceremony with an award
only five other community members
will receive. Somali Family Service,
located in San Diego, is home to the
nation's second-largest Somali refugee
community. The ceremony, which is
set to take place on Wednesday, Oct.
19, will celebrate two main themes:
the continuous journey of hope, which
is symbolized by the ocean, and the
legacy of East African culture, which
is symbolized by the leaf.
"Each of our recipients reflects
the strength and endurance we want
to see reflected in our community
as we strive to thrive both culturally
and economically here in the United
States," CEO and Founder of Somali
Family Service Ahmed Sahid said.
The SFS center provides a
variety of services for refugees,
including health services, youth
programs, counseling and economic
development training. Mills is being

recognized as a prominent voice for
the 30,000 individuals in the Somali
and East African refugee community
of San Diego. Mills' ethnic studies
research has given insight into the
complexities and adversities that are
a part of refugee life, recognizing
the struggles refugees face and
attempting to bridge the gap of
cultural emergence. Mills has worked
with Somali Family Service since
2002 and has served on the board for
five years.
"I've witnessed both incredible
suffering and triumph within the
community," he said. "I feel there's a
real power in this."
Mills began his work with the
Somali community after earning his
doctorate in ethnic studies in 2002.
Following Sept. 11, the predominantly
Muslim community was facing
prejudicial backlash that made daily
life difficult. According to Mills, the
circumstances were "unfortunately
perfect." Mills said that "seeing
racism and ethnic struggle taking
place first
hand within a refugee
community" allowed him to gain
valuable insight into the adversities of
See MILLS, Page 3
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The Day of Peace celebration on campus, held Sept. 20, included a peace march to the Kroc Institute for
Peace and Justice, as well as an unveiling of USD's Changemaker hub which will unify the social activist
intiatives of student organizations.
See full article on Page 2
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Cyber Security Awareness Month (CSAM)
October

Annual CSAM
helps protect campus members from security threats

75 students, faculty, & staff
get hacked every year

How the school protects you:

P-

Pi I

Symantic Endpoint anti-virus program
Impulse Safe Connect as Network Access Control
Information Technology Services

By Bernadette Smith
The importance of getting things
done on time is a constant battle that
many students experience during their
college careers. Case in point -1happen
to be writing this column far too late for
what would otherwise be a comfortable
timeline for The Vista editors.
For
many
individuals,
the
last-minute syndrome comes from
perfectionist tendencies, while others
argue that they do their best work
while under pressure. Yet time and time
again, there seems to be a ritual with the
process where there is anxiety, pleading
and solemn vows to next time get the
timing thing right.
Iwould like to offer an explanation
for why, and sometimes how, the
habitual procrastinating occurs.
Like all of our thoughts and
emotions, behaviors can be linked
to synapses in the brain. When you
are young and your brain is rapidly
developing, your behaviors and habits
are not fully established. As you grow
and have more experiences in life, those
behaviors and habits solidify to become
more permanent in the brain. What this
essentially means is that the synapses,
or "pathways," within the brain become
stronger so that the behavior becomes
easier and more comfortable.
It's the same idea as traveling
along a familiar route over and over
again. If you have lived in the same
house for 10 years, the drive from the
neighborhood grocery store is so easy
you could almost do it blindfolded.
This is because you have driven the
path and know the ins and outs of the
turns.
Similarly, synapse pathways in the
brain can be executed with increasing
ease the more they are used, meaning
that when a habitual procrastinator is
given a paper assignment, the brain's
response is to put it off as long as
possible.
Because behaviors can be tied
to brain synapses, and synapses are a
physical attribute, changing behavior
is often a difficult task. The old saying
that it takes three weeks to change a
behavior can be more like three to six
months, depending on how long the
behavior has been a habit.
When trying to change a behavior
such as procrastinating, it's important
to write down what the new goal will
be, and to keep in mind the "HALT"
obstacles - i.e. hungry, angry, lonely,
tired. Changing long-standing habits
can become nearly impossible when
experiencing any of the HALT
symptoms.
There are ten important strategies
that StudyGS.net offers when trying to
improve scholastic response time.
1) Use blocks of study time with
built-in breaks. Because behavior
is reinforced by repetition, start
designating the same time slot every
week for getting things done. Also
make sure to assign break time to
increase concentration and efficiency.
2) Dedicate study space. Picking a
place to study, preferably not the same
place where you sleep, is the best way
to maximize studying efforts.
3) Use weekly reviews. Reviewing
the assignments and due dates for the
week ahead is an important strategy for
prioritizing duties.
4) Prioritize your assignments.
This is self-explanatory, but vital.
5) Achieve "stage one" - get
something done.
6) Postpone unnecessary activities
until the work is done. A tried and true
recommendation from mom, this also
happens to be the golden rule Of time
management. Even telling yourself to
sit down and work for five minutes can
be the necessary push to get the whole
assignment done.
7) Identify resources to help you.
Utilizing on campus tutoring services
and professors' office hours are great for
reinforcing the day's lecture material.
8) Use your free time wisely. Time
when waiting for the tram or ordering
food at La Paloma can really add up.
Think of those time slots as prime real
estate for getting in some study time.
9) Review lecture notes before
class. This may sound cheesy, but it
makes a big difference when class
participation is required.
10) Review lecture notes after
class. StudyGS reminds that the first 24
hours after learning new material are
crucial for memory retention.
Now go out and do some
homework, the timely way.

m

never share passwords
use a different password for
USD accounts
provides virus & spyware removal
on-campus students: free
off-campus students: $50
* sandiego.edu/its/security
Sylvia Choi/The Vista

CSAM underscores perils of digital age
CYBER, continuted from Front Page
Safe Connect as Network Access Control
which helps prevent infected devices
from being attached to the university's
network."
Information Technology Services
has seen decreased numbers of virusinfected computers in the past month,
but as Zocher points out, computer
viruses "usually come in waves." It
only takes one USD account to be
compromised before other accounts on
campus become vulnerable, because
emails sent through sandiego.edu are
not automatically flagged as spam in the

university system.
"Students who live on campus have
free virus and spyware removal through
the university, and those who live off
campus are only charged $50," ITS Help
Desk Student Lead Trevor Carson said.
According to Zocher, the $50 charge is
far less than what an outside computer
help store would charge for the same
services.
Students who come into ITS with a
virus-infected computer can have scans
and diagnostics run to clear the device
of problems. According to Carson,
when students come in with computers
that have been the victim of phishing
"they are given a tutorial about how to

avoid this in the future and more scans
are run." The tutorial helps members
of the USD community become more
aware of the tricks cyber criminals use
to get personal information and account
passwords.
During the month of October,
ITS will be distributing promotional
"phishing" snacks on campus to raise
awareness about cyber secutiry. ITS
has also developed a USD website
dedicated to cyber security - sandiego.
edu/its/security - where the campus
community can go to learn more, access
informational videos, run a free anti
virus program and even get a security
checkup.

"I would strongly encourage
students, faculty and staff to visit the
website to learn more about how they
can protect their personal information
and university information," Wessells
said.
Toward the end of the month there
will be an opportunity to take a short
quiz on the ITS website and enter to
win a free large format poster printed by
Instructional Media Services. This type
of printing can cost up to $100 at outside
printing locations.
ITS reminds all members of the
USD community that IT employees will
never ask for your password and requests
to not share passwords with others.

USD nationally recognized
for changemaking efforts
By Blanca Torii

nation.
Ashoka is a global community of
leading social innovators,and its offshoot
A peace march, a dove release initiative, the Ashoka U Changemakers
and the formal recognition of USD's program, was founded three years
commitment to social justice highlighted ago. Changemakers
hosts
online
the celebration of the International Day competitions for the most promising
of Peace on campus.
social innovators, enabling collaborative
Ashoka U, an initiative from teams to refine and implement their
the Ashoka organization devoted to projects. The Ashoka U Changemakers
collegiate
social
entrepreneurship, program selects a group of colleges and
designated USD as a Changemaker universities that stand out as superior
Campus. The honor means that USD is examples of social innovation.
internationally recognized for providing
"The Ashoka Changemaker campus
students with the resources arid services to is a recognition of what we have been
engage in social change. A new umbrella doing for 60 years: preparing leaders
program called the Changemaker
with ethical conduct and commitment to
"hub" will unify the activities of USD's compassionate service," President Mary
change-making courses and programs on Lyons said.
and off campus.
According
to
Nayve,
USD
Hub co-directors, Chris Nayve, was invited to apply to become a
Director
of
Community
Service Changemaker Campus, a year-long
Learning, and
Patricia Marquez, application and assessment process.
business professor and Director of the USD then joined 14 other campuses
Center for Peace and Commerce, were around the world, including Cornell
present at the ceremony to explain the University, John Hopkins University and
details of the Changemaker designation.
Arizona State University.
"One of our greatest strengths is a
. Associated Students and Torero
universal commitment to social change," Program Board will become the voice of
Marquez said. "Students' experience at the Changemaker intiative, encouraging
USD from day one until graduation has students to make an impact dedicated
to be filled with opportunities to learn to social justice. President Anthony
about how to achieve social change, Pavlovic said that AS will dedicate this
locally and abroad."
year to encouraging students "to take
During the Day of Peace, USD that risk, to step outside of their comfort
junior Diana Velazquez sang a self- zones and experience the world in a new
authored Spanish song while playing way."
an acoustic guitar. One of the songs,
Along
with
guest
speakers,
according to Velazquez, was inspired educational
programs
and
other
by the experiences of her friends and opportunities headed by Torero Program
family, as well as her own experiences
Board, Pavlovic said that he would
as a Chicana, a person of Mexican like to see Toreros taking advantage
descent living in the United States. The of immersion trips to Tijuana and
translation of the song title is "I Only volunteering to participate in the AIDS
Ask of God," and tells the story of a Walk.
person asking to not become indifferent
"I'd love to see us start to use
to suffering and injustice.
our gifts to change the world for the
"If there is hope in life, then there better," Pavlovic said. "USD breeds
is hope in the idea that we should never changemakers and I hope that everyone
become indifferent to the suffering of who reads this looks deep inside
others or to the future," Velazquez said themselves and realizes that they have
after the song was over.
the ability to be a positive force in the
With this statement, Velaquez
world."
ushered in the mission of social
Nayve said that the Chahgemaker
entrepreneurs championed by Ashoka U. hub's website will debut in the coming
The
Changemaker
initiative weeks and will connect students to
supports the expansion of humanitarian events, courses, internships, studentand sustainable works by connecting run organizations and out-of-classroom
social innovators with like-minded activities working to enact change. Part
individuals and organizations. As a of the Changemaker hub's intent is to
Changemaker Campus, USD will gain emphasize social innovation in USD's
wider recognition for its philanthropic curriculum. Marquez said that they
and sustainable works, thus gaining more aspire to engage faculty in educating
exposure for unique initiatives like the for social change. The plan involves
Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies, revising and expanding existing courses
which is one of the few independent that focus on social change and social
schools devoted to peace studies in the
entrepreneurship.

Photo by RyanT. Blystone

Junior Diana Velazquez performs a self-authored song, "I Only Ask of God," written in
Spanish outside of the Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice.

Being a changemaker is as simple as
taking courses on social justice. "Every
student at USD can be a changemaker,"
Marquez said.
Marquez cited USD's Living
Learning Communities as an example of
students learning in proximity to social
awareness, where 33 percent of current
freshmen gain a multi-dimensional
educational experience. Themes of this
year's LLCs include sustainability and
social justice, and students living in
those communities are encouraged not
only to explore social activism, but also
to experience service and immersion.
Beyond the classroom, Marquez
said, are programs that enable students
to explore their ideas and attempt to
apply them to the real world. The Social
Innovation Challenge organized by
USD's Center for Peace and Commerce is
available to undergraduate and graduate
students. The center's mission is to aid
young entrepreneurs hoping to build
a better world by combining business
management with efforts to promote
peace. The Social Innovation Challenge
invites students to compete for award
money based on proposals for new social
ventures, or on proposals for charitable
projects for existing organizations.
The most recent winner of the

challenge, held in May, was current
senior Tiffany Owen, whose project
Imagine Haiti Tomorrow raises funding
for Haiti through recycling. With $5,000
of winnings, Owen's project team hopes
to provide safe drinking water sources,
to improve sanitation and to introduce
healthy diet options to a rural community.
The team has made efforts to educate
themselves about Haitian culture and to
establish lasting relationships with the
local community leaders involved in the
project.
Along with two other USD
students, and two students from St.
Mary's College, the group launched
their project after an immersion trip to
Haiti in 2010. According to the team's
website,
ImagineHaitiTomorrow.org,
the project reaches out to universities
and high schools to provide "motivated
individuals" with the proper contacts to
get involved in like-minded projects.
Nayve
explained
that
implementation of the Changemaker
Hub will provide USD's young social
entrepreneurs with access to support
systems and resources to bring about
innovation.
"We want students to get fired up,"
Nayve said. "We want them to choose
USD because of this."
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
t

September 28 - October 02

September 28, 2011

October 01, 2011

Location: CAMINO HALL

Location: HAHN UNIVERSITY CENTER

At 11:50 a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a theft. Upon At 8:46 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of vandalism. Upon
investigation, an unknown person removed a student's bicycle which was investigation, an unknown person vandalized a wall on the back side of
secured in front of Copley Library. Anyone having information regarding the Hahn University Center. Anyone having information regarding this
this incident is encouraged to contact Public Safety at (619) 260-7777.
incident is encouraged to contact Public Safety at (619) 260-7777.

September 30, 2011

October 01, 2011

Location: MISSIONS A

At 11:57 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of vandalism. Upon Location: MISSIONS A
investigation, an unknown person vandalized a wall on the west side of a At 11:39 p.m. Resident Assistants cited five students for liquor law
Missions A building. Anyone having information regarding this incident is
encouraged to contact Public Safety at (619) 260-7777.

violations.

October 01, 2011

October 02,2011

Location: PALOMAR HALL

Location: MANCHESTER SPORTS FIELD

Bake sale to raise funds after fire disaster
FIRE, continuted from Front Page

Photo Courtesy of Michael Weiler

From left, USD senior ; Brandon Pritzl, Vince Villanueva and Michael Weiler lost their Dover Court residence in a fire on Friday afternoon.

of South Mission was closed until the
evening. The cause of the fire has yet to
be determined, since the building is too
unstable to investigate.
"What we have been told by the
authorities was that it began in our
neighbor's garage, possibly a battery
charger malfunction or some other
electrical source," Pritzl said. "Our
neighbor also had other flammables
in the garage including diesel fuel for
some RC cars. Once the fire started in
the garage, our neighbor's car caught
fire and then exploded sending a fireball
that ripped through the house and made
its way to our adjoining unit."
To make matters worse, Weiler
received a ticket for violating open
alcohol container laws while watching
the flames engulf his residence.
"I was outside with a neighbor on

private property drinking a beer," Weiler
said. "A police officer approached me he didn't give a warning or anything and asked for my license. I didn't even
respond. I just gave him my license and
he said, 'Okay I'll come back and give
you your ticket.'"
Weiler was also scheduled to take
the Law School Admission Test the next
morning.
"A professor told me to go home
and relax, but my house was on fire,"
he said. "I ended up taking the test, and
I hope did pretty well. 1 feel like 1 did,
but we'll see when I get my score back."
The three victims and the Mission
Beach community are ready to heal
from the stress of the event. Pritzl,
Weiler and Villaneuva cite the support
from their friends and family as the
reason why they are getting through the

;

Professor of Ethnic Studfes Jesse Mills
will be recognized for his work with Somali
refugees at a ceremony on Oct. 19.

Professor
Mills to win
OceanLeaf
MILLS, continuted from Front Page

At 1:51a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of an intoxicated student. At 11:34 p.m. Public Safety observed an individual possibly in possession
Upon investigation, the student was determined to be able to care for of marijuana. Upon investigation, one student was cited for possession
of marijuana.
himself and he was released to his residence.

fortunate that their lives were spared
and no one was hurt. They underscored
that personal safety is paramount.
While Pritzl and Weiler were
safely away from the beach when the
fire started, Villanueva was inside the
apartment and came nearly face-to-face
with the flames.
"I was lying on the couch in the
living room when the fire first started,"
Villanueva said. "I smelled something
burning and...when I opened the front
door to see what was going on, black
smoke instantly filled the room. My
first reaction was to get out of the house
ASAP, so I opened the closest window
and jumped out from the second story.
I grabbed onto a tree on the way down
and someone was there to catch me on
the ground."
Pritzl and Weiler arrived later
just in time to watch the flames burst
through their bedroom windows and
engulf their rooms.
"I was coming back to the beach
from school when Vince [Villanueva]
called me saying our house was on
fire," Weiler said. "Driving down the
hill I could see the smoke at the beach
drifting over the bay. My initial reaction
was kind of subdued because it looked
like our half was not that bad, but after a
couple of minutes flames started pouring
out of my room on the top floor."
Hundreds of South Mission
Beach residents lined the street as they
watched the house located near Mission
Boulevard go up in flames. Fire engines
and patrol cars were immediately on
the scene, and the only street in and out

V

Photo Courtesy of SanDiego.edu

displacement and staying positive.
"The response by the USD
community has been overwhelming,
and we appreciate the support everyone
has been giving us," Weiler said. "Our
friends have really been here for us
and are making the situation much less
painful to deal with."
USD students can get involved by
bringing treats to sell at the bake sale
or by donating to the cause. The bake
sale will be next Thursday, Oct. 13
during dead hours in front of the Hahn
University Center. Students, faculty and
staff can donate any amount they choose
in exchange for the homemade treats,
Campus Cash donations included.
Money received will be donated
directly to Pritzl, Villanueva and Weiler
to help alleviate some of their financial
hardship.

cultural emergence. With the negative
associations of Muslim terrorists and
Somali pirates, many people don't
know how to identify with the Somali
community.
"Somalis are
a
value-based
community," Mills said. "They place
high emphasis on family, education and
achievement."
He channeled his initial efforts into
tutoring math and teaching English to
the Somali women.
Mills worked avidly to build
rapport with the community to better
understand their culture, gender roles
and identity as a race, and his dedication
to the community has allowed him
to be recognized as a leading refugee
advocate.
In the classroom, Mills explained,
he hopes to convey a part of what he has
learned from the Somalis to his students.
"I feel that much of my teachings of
African American history reflect a sad
story filled with conflict," he said, "but
I have a hopefulness that we can heal
some injuries from the past."
Mills encourages his students to
explore other dimensions of the San
Diego community, challenging them to
"not just get involved, [but] care about
your neighbors and feel invested."
According to Mills, working with the
refugee community has been a highly
rewarding experience.
Beginning
with
his
initial
involvement in 2002, Mills has spent
nearly a decade learning and growing
with the Somali community.
"Struggling pre-teens I once knew
as junior high students have evolved into
college student leaders and advocates,"
he said.
The OceanLeaf Awards Ceremony
will take place on Oct. 19 from 6 p.m.
to 8:45 p.m. at the Jacobs Center in
Market Creek Plaza. The general public
are encouraged to come and take part
in the evening celebration with food
and live entertainment. For ticket
pricing and further information, visit
SomaliFamilyService.org.

Campus crawl is starting point for classroom renovations
By Lauren Vujovich
USD has developed its own take on
the pub crawl, known as the classroom
crawl, which involves members of the
faculty and staff roaming the halls of
Camino to discuss renovations and
overall
classroom
improvements.
The College of Art and Sciences is
currently working on transforming
the traditional classroom into a more
interactive learning environment.
University officials decided to
look at how to improve classroom setup
in order to streamline the academic
environment. Part of the plan will be
to install newer and more advanced
equipment. The Classroom Task Force
committee, part of USD's Institutional
Research
and
Planning
office,
conducted a student and faculty survey
last year of general-use classrooms
throughout the entire university.
Based on the results of the survey, the
committee created a list of the 20 worst
classrooms on campus, the majority of
which are located in Camino.
The older desk setups have been

replaced with new pod chairs and
desks, which allow more flexibility
for students to move in the classroom.
The Western States Accreditation
Committee
evaluated
USD's
information technology services in
classrooms, focusing particularly on
the university's policies regarding
technological updates. Plans for
classroom renovations came after the
Accreditation team's input, which
recognized
that
the
technology
provided is adequate but the classrooms
needed uplifting.
"The electronics are everything
they said it would be," professor
of Communication Studies Larry
Williamson said. "They work really
well and are much more user-friendly.
They are all the stuff we said needed
to be integrated into these classrooms."
New fans and lights have been
installed, and screens have been
moved from the front to the back of
classrooms in order to remove glare
on the boards. Double-paned windows,
which increase insulation capability,
will be installed within the next few
months to help keep classrooms cool.
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According to the Associate
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences Noelle Norton, a post-survey
conducted at the end of September will
assess how students and faculty are
adjusting to the changes.
"We want to have an active
learning classroom where you take the
traditional lecture style, de-center the
classroom and make it more flexible
- add more whiteboards and video
screens," Norton said. "That would
be the ultimate goal to have in one
or two classrooms on campus, called
radically flexible classrooms or active
classrooms."
The classroom crawl, which
according
to
the
Accreditation
Committee is a unique practice to
USD, involves a group of faculty,
management staff, university design
staff, information technology staff,
telecommunications staff and members
of the dean's office gathering together
to tour classrooms.
"You 'crawl' from one unit to
the next, sit in each classroom and
talk about what it is you like about
the classroom [and] what you don't

Chris Hanneke - Editor in Chief
Tyler Wilson - Associate Editor
David Downs - Managing Editor
Allison Schneider - Chief Copy Editor
Lauren Millslagle - Art Director
Bernadette Smith - News Editor
Nazin Sedehi - Assistant News Editor
Anna Von Bertrab - Business Editor
Max Eichelberger - Opinion Editor
Mark Pelka - Co-Sports Editor

like," Norton said. "By doing this, you
bring together all the parties who are
involved in renovation. In the past at
USD we had information technology
come in and say what needed to be
done, and faculty would say what
would need to be done, but now it is
done together."
Several issues discussed during
the 'crawl' included lack of classroom
temperature control, lack of light
zoning, poor desk and chair design
and inadequate whiteboard space.
In order to make classrooms more
interactive, faculty also requested to
have whiteboards on all sides of the
rooms and to install Smart Sympodium
Interactive Pen Displays, a partner
system to the Smart Board, which
allows presenters to write on a tablet
computer screen and have it appear
directly on a projected image.
These renovations are just the
beginning of the planned upgrades,
which will renovate the 20 worst
classrooms first and then address other
areas of need.
"Currently theie are a series of
crawls going on right now through Oct.

Catherine Quirk - Co-Sports Editor
Lilly Stitt - Arts & Culture Editor
Taylor Cabalse - Web Editor
Sylvia Choi - Graphic Designer
Cathy Nguyen - Graphic Designer
Urszula Milewicz - Photography Editor
Kelsey Byrnes - Advertising Manager
Dr. David Sullivan - Faculty Advisor
Marie Minnick - Operations Advisor
Bridget O'Riordan - Finance Director

15 so we can then decide what needs
to be renovated at USD," Norton said.
"The College of Art and Sciences is not
the only division needing renovations.
There is the School of Business, the
School of Peace and Justice, the School
of Law, of Nursing and Education."
A series of four crawls will
evaluate classrooms in Maher, Serra,
Camino and the Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice. The odd
numbered classrooms in Camino have
already undergone renovations,and the
upcoming crawl will evaluate the evennumbered classrooms.
After reviewing the post-surveys
and the crawl report, the Classroom
Task Force will decide which area to
renovate next.
According to the committee,
campus renovations will adhere to
USD's Spanish Renaissance design, but
in a few cases, the construction ruined
parts of the older hardwood flooring
which was replaced with carpet.
The completed renovations are
only the beginning of a school-wide
upgrade meant to enhance students'
academic experiences.
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Apple unveils the iPhone 4S not the expected iPhone 5
By Kenny Rosen
The phrase "Lets talk iPhone" and
four icons from the up-and-coming
iOS 5 operating system were the only
texts on the invitation to the Apple,
Inc. keynote on Oct. 4. Until Sept.
28 when the invite was sent out, all
the news regarding the release date
of the new iPhone had been mere
speculation. Different from all other
keynotes, which have been held in
San Francisco, Apple decided to hold
this event at a smaller venue at their
campus in Cupertino, Calif. This
would not be the only deviation from
a standard Apple keynote. Perhaps
the most striking difference was that
Steve Jobs was not front and center.
Instead, his replacement Tim Cook
took the main stage for his first time
publicly as CEO of Apple, Inc.
While many different rumors
have been spreading around the web,
the keynote clarified what Apple
fans will be able to purchase on Oct.
14. Unfortunately, this will not be
an iPhone 5 but instead an iPhone
4S. Apple will be using a larger
microprocessor in the iPhone 4S, the
dual core A5 chip that is currently
used in the iPad 2. This will be twice
as fast as the single core A4 chip that
is currently being used in the iPhone
4. By doubling the processor speed, it
is only natural that Apple would also
double the amount of RAM (random
access memory) from 512 in the
iPhone 4 to one gigabyte in the iPhone
4S.
In simple terms, Apple is basically
moving from a two-lane freeway
to a four-lane freeway, making the
new device twice as fast for multi
tasking and opening large programs.
Apple will also be upping the storage
capabilities to a maximum of 64
gigabit, with 32 and 16 gigabit models
also available. These will not be the
only hardware changes.
Apple is also to upping the
megapixels on the back-facing camera
from 5mp to 8mp and adding full
1080p video recording with video
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stabilization and facial recognition.
To complement the higher resolution
camera, Apple will also be using a
new and improved higher-resolution
retina display that will be 3.5 inches
wide from corner to corner. However,
while the resolution will be much
higher than the iPhone 4, it will
disappointingly be the same size. All

of this new and improved hardware
would be useless if it was not for the
new iOS 5 operating system software
complementing the new iPhone 4s. The
beta for the iOS 5 has been out since
June. The beta includes a new drop
down style menu for all notifications
in one place such as e-mail, text
messaging and other applications like

Twitter and Facebook.
iMessage is also a new feature the
iPhone 4S will debut. This program
will parallel Rimm, the producer
of BlackBerry's BBM messaging
program, being the first
Applesupported instant messaging program.
Apple also released a wireless syncing
technology, so whenever your phone

comes into wireless range of
your computer or Wifi, your
data will be backed up on
Apple's iCloud or digitally
stored on your computer.
The
most
anticipated
feature Apple announced is
voice activation. With this
technology the user will
be able receive messages
(which the phone will read
aloud) and can then dictate
a message back to the phone
that it will then send handsfree. Unfortunately, Apple
will not be including an NFC
(near field
communication
chip) capable of being
utilized as a digital wallet
so that iPhone users can use
their phone as a debit card.
Last but not least,
there have been enormous
amounts
of
speculation
about whether or not the new
iPhone will be 4G capable.
The answer to this is simply:
no, the iPhone 4S will not be
4G capable, but the phone
will be world capable. This
means if you are traveling
into a foreign country,
your phone will be able to
access network reception.
This is due to a dual cdma/
gsm chip. The iPhone 4S
does, however, have dual
antennae, one for sending
calls and one for receiving
them. As for the design of the
phone, Apple's 4S appears to
have no visual changes from
its predecessor. The phone
will, however, be slightly
heavier It will also have a
standby time of 200 hours, 100 hours
less then the current iPhone 4.
Many would agree that this
release is anything but spectacular,
considering the iPhone 4S is just an
iPhone 4 on steroids. This has been
reflected in Apple's stock dropping
Oct. 4 after the keynote. The next
question is, when will we see an
iPhone 5? We can be sure of one thing:
It will not be in 2011.

Lauren Millslagle/The Vista

Google Plus rivals Facebook in social sites competion
By Kelsey Falkenberg
Constant status updates, "check
ing in" everywhere one goes, looking
for potentially clever and witty status
updates, uploading 200 photos five
seconds after getting home: These are
all symptoms of a serious Facebook
addiction. Many have recognized the
signs and have admitted to an addic
tion.
However, Facebook's monopoly
on social networking may be ending
with the emergence of Google's social
network, Google Plus. Google Plus
combines the core features of Twitter
and Facebook. However, its unique
features are setting it apart from Facebook.
Announced this past summer on
June 2011, Google Plus enterned the
cyber competion of social network
ing sites. Facebook previsouly held
the monopoly on the web; however,
now Google Plus attempts to create
a greater competition rivaling Facebook.
A few of the new services Google

Plus offers is the Stream that is
equivalent to Facebook's News Feed.
Just as on Facebook, one can share
videos, photos, links and locations
with friends on Google Plus. One can
do the basics such as update statuses
and comment, and they even have a
"+1" feature similar to the "Like" but
ton. In general, these features are very
similar, currently putting them at a
fairly equal playing field.
However, at this point, Google
Plus doesn't have an application like
the "Ask a Question" polling applica
tion of Facebook.
Google
Plus offers a feature
known as "Circles." "Circles" can be
used to organize friends into catego
ries and groups, such as "Friends,"
"Family," "Co-workers," "USD class
mates" and so on. Google Plus users
can specify exactly which updates,
photos and links are shared with each
group. Facebook has developed some
thing similar in response to Google
Plus's unveiling of the "Circles". It
has the starred friends or favorites
feature, but Google Circles is a much
easier system to navigate due to its

circular map format.
The video chat revolution is upon
the cyber world, and both social net
working sites have incorporated video
chat features. Facebook video chat is
still working out some kinks because
it tends to freeze and sometimes not
connect. As of now it does not sup
port group video chat, but its privacy
features are commendable. When a
friend is invited to video chat, they
must accept the invitation before vid
eo is enabled.
Meanwhile,on
Google
Plus
"Hangout," one can video chat with
up to 10 friends and there is no "in
vitation" application. This means any
one can attempt to video chat another
user at any time. However, it lacks the
tightend security that Facebook offers
with the invitaions and accepting the
invitations.
Overall, Google Plus is a safe site
with great privacy protections for its
users. It takes a little more effort on
the user's part to be safe on Facebook,
because privacy settings must be
manually changed in order to ensure
the greatest protection. Google Plus,

on the other hand, does this automatically.The privacy settings in Google
Plus are built in and easier to change
than those on Facebook.
Google Plus is simple and sur
prisingly refreshing. As of now, it has
all the features of Facebook: chatting,
status updates, "check-in" and photo/
video sharing. It also is free of mul
tiple pesky applications such as Farmville.
Over 50 million people have
joined Google Plus, making it the
world's fastest growing site since its
official launch on Sept. 20. The ques
tion is, can it sustain its popularity and
draw Facebook addicts to its side?
Facebook currently has over 800 mil
lion active users, over 50 percent of
which log onto Facebook on any giv
en day. Facebook is undeniably the
most popular social networking site in
the world.
Another benefit of Google Plus is
the accesibility to blogspot integrated
into the site.
Both sites offer picture sharing.
Google Plus uses Picassa while Facebook continues with the typical pic

ture sharing setting.
What Google Plus is still missing
that Facebook offers are the business
pages, the Facebook games and Facebook questions.
At the end of the day, Facebook is
still the top dog. Perhaps Google Plus
just needs more time to become estab
lished and gain momentum. In the not
so distant past, MySpace was the site
to be on, and Facebook was that weird
site only college kids used. However,
over time, everyone followed their
friends to Facebook. Perhaps once
all of our peers make the switch to
Google Plus we will follow with the
same Lemming-like mentality that led
us to Facebook. Only time will tell
though if Google Plus will remain as
a main social site or go to the periph
eries of Facebook.
Although the addiction to Facebook is unlikely to cease in the near
future, props to Google Plus for es
tablishing itself in a Facebook-centric
world. Mark Zuckerberg began a so
cial networking revolution, and his
legacy very well may withstand the
Google Plus invasion.
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What is the law?
A weapon t o be wielded?

Or more than that?
A set of tools.
A creative approach.
A helping profession and collaborative process.

Explore the wide scope of the law
in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to he.

FATHER JOE'S

FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
GENTLY USED FURNITURE

OPEN 7 Days a lAtee
Monday to Saturday ••10 am - 6 p
" a m - 4 p m .'J

MIHAYLO COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

California State University, Fullerton

MBA Programs
• Mihaylo College of Business
and Economics is the largest
AACSB-accredited b-school on
the West Coast and the 4th
largest in the U.S.
• Our alumni network has over
50,000 graduates.
• Our full-time, 16-month MBA
includes the unique Mihaylo

BRING THIS AD IN
TO RECEIVE
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Leadership Academy and an
experiential learning international
business trip.
• We are ranked by

U.S. News & World Report, Forbes,
and Princeton Review.
• Full-time, flexible/evening
and working professionals
program options.

FATHER JOE'S
V I L L A't E S
Visit us at your

At the warehouse behind

Graduate Fair on October 11th
or attend an information session at CSUF.

3350 E Street, San Diego, CA 92102-3332
For more information please call (619) 446-2183

Learn more at:
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(Anna)stly:
Gold is Yellow
Dirt

BY

Anna von Bertrab

The black hole looming on the
cover of this week's issue of The
Economist is enough to scare anyone
to conclude the economy is fading into
an abyss of darkness. No wonder cau
tion is at its height in the marketplace.
No one wants to buy or sell. A global
population in fear paralyzes econom
ic progress. Investing in stocks and
bonds is not a safe bet anymore, since
the majority of people no longer trust
economic authorities to secure their
investments. So, the logical solution
that arises is buying gold.
Investing in precious metals is a
safe bet. Its aesthetic value is irrel
evant, meaning that whether gold is
pretty or not doesn't matter at all in
this situation. In the past two years,
the price of gold has risen because
more people have begun to buy gold
to ensure their investments. Gold is
tangible, and almost nothing causes
gold prices to fall.
Everything is deemed as an ex
cuse to buy this shiny dirt. Excuses
from violence in Egypt to weak job
reports to reportage of bankrupt com
panies — All seem like appropriate
reasons to invest in gold. Even Ben
Bernake, an American economist and
Chairman of the Federal Reserve,
claims that the natural demand for
gold keeps the prices up due to the
current trends and dilemmas occur
ring in the world.
The problem, though, is that gold
produces nothipg. Apart from its use
fPf<MW,ry- thffe are no practical ap
plications fpr owning gold, ft is just a
chemical element on the periodic table
that you probably first learned in your
chemistry class in high school. Many
at JP Morgan now consider gold as
money, apparently, when it is a form
of collateral. However, gold hasn't
been used as money since practically
the Dark Ages. It is such a Medieval
mindset.
Purchasing gold demonstrates the
distrust people have of authorities, in
stitutions and ultimately man. In grip
ping to gold for consolation, we as a
society place our trust in the material,
the tangible and traditional aspects of
gold. Placing our trust in money is
also confining and backwards. What
ever happened to trusting the innova
tion and creativity of man? Is turning
to the purchasing of gold really the so
lution for the current economic situa
tion? Perhaps it is comforting because
it is safe, but at the same time it takes
away from the value of the human be
ing.
As humans we have so much
potential. The simple fact that many
no longer trust humanity is a tragedy.
Placing a material object such as gold
over human reason surfaces doubts
about society. It is absurd that the sub
stance gold should continue to rise.
Gold does not produce anything. It
simply is a shiny piece of pretty metal
that we as humans have given a lot of
importance.
Historically, humanity has placed
a great importance on gold, evident
from the Greek myth of Jason and
The Golden Fleece, to the Egyptians
lathering themselves in gold, to the
Romans utilizing gold for monetary
purposes, to the Mali Empire's ri
diculous piles of gold, to the Spanish
conquistadors stealing gold from the
Aztecs. The stories continue. In the
end, gold is power. Why is it power?
We have given it that power because
we have placed a high regard on the
possession of gold.
A danger in contemporary times
with the ownership of gold is that a
bubble forms, because people buy
gold as a backup at exorbitant prices.
Likewise, many purchase silver, but
the exact same problems and issuses
arise with silver as they do with gold.
In the end, the bubble we create out
of fear will eventually burst and create
even further economic issues.
At the end of the day, gold is
dirt. It is worthless and only has
the illusion of worth because we
have bizarrely given it importance.
It just sits there and looks pretty, but
humanity is nevertheless fascinated
by it. But is it any good at solving
problems, especially the current
economic situation? Perhaps, but it
could also simply end up in the black
hole of proposed solutions as debris of
yellow dirt.
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A new Pinkberry opened in Fashion Valley at the food court lastThursday, Sept. 29.

Pinkberry opens location in Fashion Valley
By Emily Jones

The line of eager customers
wrapped around the food court as San
Diegans of all ages waited for a free
cup of frozen yogurt. Thursday, Sept.
29 marked the grand opening of San
Diego's fourth Pinkberry location in the
food court of the Fashion Valley Mall.
Pinkberry CEO Ron Graves was present
and ready to commemorate another step
in the company's growth.
"A lot goes into the development of
a new store," Graves said, "and today is
a way for us to celebrate with our cus
tomers during our grand opening."
Graves described this particular
location as the perfect place because of
the the co-tenants of the Fashion Valley
Mall and the ideal market the Mission
Valley area offers.
In 2005, the first Pinkberry opened
its doors in West Hollywood. It con
tinues its success not only in Southern

California but across the world. Since
2005, Pinkberry has expanded into 14
countries worldwide including Peru,
Lebanon and Turkey. Graves explains
that the experience in Pinkberry is con
sistent across all states and countries.
While the topping bars show local rel
evance, such as dates and pistachios in
the Middle East and local fruits in Peru,
the yogurt and customer service remain
the same.
Today there are 150 Pinkberry
stores worldwide. Twenty of those
stores, including the latest in Fashion
Valley, are company owned, and the rest
are franchises.
Graves attributes Pinkberry's suc
cess in the frozen yogurt market to the
company's "bold sense of style, quality
of product and fresh taste." He explains
that its taste comes from the natural
qualities of the yogurt and the fresh
hand cut fruit being prepared behind the
counter for the toppings bar.
The first of its kind, Pinkberry

I

sparked a market that has exploded in
popularity over the past five years. This
has led to the question of frozen yogurt's
nutritional value compared to its com
petitor, ice cream. A serving of Pinkber
ry's frozen yogurt has anywhere from
100 to 170 calories, compared to 270
calories in serving of vanilla HaagenDazs ice cream. Pinkberry boasts that its
product is low calorie and a good source
of calcium and antibodies. For Graves,
though, Pinkberry's most important and
impressive quality is its taste.
"Some people eat Pinkberry for
breakfast every morning. They just
can't get enough," Graves said. He at
tributes this incredible amount of prod
uct loyalty to the fresh bold taste of the
product along with consistent customer
service.
Graves was an Air Force Pilot be
fore coming to Pinkberry. He graduated
from the Air Force Academy in Colo
rado Springs, Colo, and flew F16s for
10 years before earning his MBA from
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the Kellogg School of Management at
Northwestern University in Chicago.
Graves was attracted to early stage
growth businesses and after graduation
started working for Maveron, an invest
ment company. In 2007, he invested in
Pinkberry and went on to become the
CEO of the worldwide frozen yogurt
company.
Pinkberry's bold sense of style and
design attracted Graves to the product
and ultimately led to his investment.
For those interested in business man
agement or investments. Graves offers
some advice.
"Don't be afraid to take a risk," he
said. "Go with your heart and try things.
Be around great people."
Graves explains that to be success
ful in business, one must persevere and
not get discouraged. His "can-do" at
titude has added to the success of his
company. Anything worthwhile takes
time, and Graves' time invested in Pink
berry has certainly paid off.
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By Anna von Bertrab
1. Sarkozy and Merkel differ overthefuture
of the euro
• • French President, Sarkozy, and Merkel,the
Chancellor of Germany, each look to the
best interest of their own country in relation
to the euro leading to distinct strategies

2. World's economy is speculated to go into a
"black hole"
• The slowing economy is caught in a
catch 22 in which there is no clear solution
to bring it back to its previous state.

3. Kodak in trouble

American Airlines' stock in the market this week.

6. BMW outsold Mercedes in U.S. this past
Sept.
• BMW increases its lead in the American
market as one of the top luxury automobile
companies beating Mercedes in the race.

7. Anti-Wall Street protests spread to other
cities
• Protests that began in New York last
week have now spread across the country
to Boston, Chicago, Denver and Seattle

• Recently
the
company
claims
to
have no intentions to file for bankruptcy,
but
is
suffering
major
financial
losses.

8. Approvals made for oil drilling in the Artie

4. Facebook tried for privacy issues

9.Ben Bernake issues action that the Fed will
take to stimulate the economy

Lawsuit occuring in California regarding
Facebook's misuse of information of the
user after logging off Facebook account.

5. American
bankruptcy
•

Airlines

on

the

verge

of

Bankruptcy rumors have greatly decreased

•
to

•
to

U.S.
gives
conditional
drilling
offshore
in

permission
the
Artie.

Chairman of the Fed, Bernake, pledges
lower interest rates through mid-2013

10. ABC and Yahoo! News will begin to share
content
•

New online partnership begins
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Thoughts on the Student Life Pavillion
The newest building on campus contains good and bad

Gibson
Guitar
problems

by Nate Martins
The Student Life Pavilion is the
university's newest building, standing
tall and grandiose on the eastern end of
main campus. Its top levels are dedi
cated to student functions and offices,
while the bottom two levels comprise
the Whole Foods-like Tu Mercado
and cafeteria meant for the sophisti
cated palates of USD students. Walk
ing inside, it's almost hard to believe
this is where students dine. Options are
limitless — Go grab some of Rodney's
famous grilled salmon, made right in
front of your eyes while being broad
cast on the flat screen above him; the
Heirloom pizza area offers colossal
calzones and what-the heck-are-thosepizza-salad-things piadines; or Chinese
food, almost overflowing the brim of
the plate, that would make Chef Chu
wet himself; even the grilling station,
where all your wildest patty-sizzling
dreams can come true. Doesn't it sound
like food heaven? That's what we call
lunch at the SLP. Go at dinner, and it's
a completely different story.
During the lunchtime hours, the
university dresses up its newborn
building like a senior girl on prom
night. The SLP oozes quality and class
in both appearance and in the food it
self. The reason is to whom the univer
sity is catering (pun intended). Who is
on campus during these lunch hours?
Sure, there are many students flocking
to the SLP for a midday bite, but the
spectrum of who will likely be on cam
pus is much more broad. Esteemed fac
ulty, visitors to the university, and even
parents and prospective students are
the target market for SLP lunches. The
lunch services aim to impress those
who do not already know the fruits of
USD's bounty. There is a vast disparity
in quality when there are only students
dining on campus, namely during din
ner.
There aren't enough plates for sal
ads. Food is already being put away,
but it's only eight o'clock. Milk for

Bv Max Eiehelberger
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Students enjoy the amenities of the Student Life Pavilion by loading up their plates with food.

your cereal? Looks like you're using
water. These are just a few things that
one can point to in order to illustrate the
inconsistency between meals. Another
issue is service. Those working during
lunchtime are simply jovial, all smiles
all the time. The dinner mood is much
different, where the get-in-get-out at
titude is furthered by apathetic senti
ments behind the counter.
The food at the SLP is always deli
cious, but all signs point to a drop in
service at dinner due to the solely stu
dent crowd.
"It's not that dinner at the SLP is
bad by any means," senior and SLPfrequent Andrew Zogby said. "I am

fully aware that we have top tier food
services that make other college cafete
rias look like prisons. What gets me is
the obvious downgrade in service, food
availability, and cleanliness when din
nertime comes around. We as students
are what define the University of San
Diego, and it is us who deserve the
highest level of treatment and respect,
no matter what."
Is it not the students who are re
sponsible for making this University
what it is? We are the ones who should
be catered to. With added pressure for
students to adopt a meal plan, USD
should reciprocate that anticipated
spike in sales with a bump in dinner

quality. And with University Dining
winning awards like the NACUFS (Na
tional Association of College and Uni
versity Food Services) Award, Loyal E.
Horton Award for the pavilion dining,
and the Best in the Business Award
given to Tu Mercado, for incorporating
sustainability, the University should al
locate more effort into the dinner meal.
The SLP is awesome. But the allyou-can-eat lunches of "the caf" are
long behind us, and a new era of stu
dent dining is on our plates. So dig in,
everyone, but demand that high quality
is present even when it is only students
who are eating, not just honored guests
of USD.

Thoughts from studying abroad in Ireland
An inside look at a USD student's life abroad
by Avery Johnson

Photo Courtesy of University of Missouri

University of College, Cork

Photo Courtesy of Donaldytong/Wikimedia Commons

Downtown Dublin, Ireland

Students at the University of San
Diego are no strangers to the numer
ous opportunities presented to them on
a silver platter. From newly released
movies shown on the Plaza and ma
jor bands headlining homecoming, to
professional panel discussions of cur
rent events and gourmet meals served
in the SLP. One is never at a loss of
enjoyment to be had. One of such op
portunities snatched up by many is
studying abroad. Studying abroad at
USD is part of a timeless tradition.
Each prospective student walking
through campus is made known of the
programs available to them in over
30 countries all around the world.
And of course, everyone knows that
USD ranks second in study abroad
participation. If you are a junior, and
it is the fall semester, chances are,
you are abroad or wishing you were
as you stalk the Facebook albums of
your friends enjoying the nightlife in
Florence or Ireland.
Ask any student why they chose
to attend USD over the other schools
out there and you are likely to hear at
least some say they wanted to study
abroad. When you really stop to think
about it, the fact that this experience
is the norm is pretty incredible. The
application and preparation processes
themselves are relatively painless,
that is, until you face the fact that you
must pack up the next four months of
your life into a few suitcases. Never
forget, however, that suitcases must
not exceed 50 pounds.
Fear not, the excitement of spend
ing the next semester of your life par
tying with new friends, gorging on
delicious traditional fare and jetting
off to exotic European locales on the
weekends far outweigh the sadness of
leaving your beach house behind for a
little while.
Welcome to Cork, the secondlargest city in Ireland. Putting size
into perspective, the population of
about 123,000 people is still one-tenth
of the size of Dublin. That being said,
Cork City Center still plays host to all
the hustle and bustle of big-city life,
yet rounds it out beautifully with the
winding roads, narrow alleyways and
tucked-away cafes that all contribute
to the charm of a friendly European
town.

And friendly they sure are. Corkians are never the ones to waste a
chance at hospitality. Take a seat next
to a stranger at any pub across the city
and be prepared for a helping of a life
story or two to accompany your pint
of Guinness. Handbag stolen after a
night out on the town? The reception
ist at your apartment complex will
fix you a cup of tea as the Garda, or
Irish national police, will take your
statement and later mail you your
lost passport once it is found. They
will find a way to make you laugh as
you fight back tears of helplessness.
That Irish accent you find so charm
ing? Looks like it has nothing on the
American accent of yours, and many
will stop you on the streets just to ask
you how you are finding your time in
their beautiful country so far. Just wait
and see how excited they get when
you tell them you go to school in San
Diego. They throw you a quizzical
look, inquiring as to why you'd chose
to come to Cork of all places.
They have visions of the white
sandy beaches you left behind in
California and images of celebrities in
Hollywood dance through their heads.
While the people are friendly, the
weather is not always. It may be Au
gust or early September, but Cork's
average temperature still hovers
around 55-60 degrees. Everywhere
you go, you must be armed with both
a rain jacket and a sweater. The sun
may be out, but clouds are lurking
around the corner, ready to strike. In
the short amount of time it takes you
to slip your raincoat on and zip it up,
the sun bursts out from behind the
gray clouds. As old adage goes, "If
you don't like the weather, wait five
minutes."
When many think of Ireland, they
think green pastures filled with cows.
Cows that are grazing languidly are
an especially common thought. While
you won't find them inside the city of
Cork, take the bus about five to ten
minutes in either direction and there
you have it- rolling emerald hills that
eventually end dramatically in cliffs
plunging into the sapphire waters of
the Atlantic. Though a sunny after
noon on Mission Beach calls out to
your rapidly paling skin and the crav
ing for In-N-Out grows stronger, it is
only four months until you return to
paradise. For now, grab that umbrella
and start exploring.

On Aug. 24, federal agents entered
the Tennessee factories of the Gib
son Guitar Corporation. Investigating
what they said were illegal shipments
of Indian hardwood, troops carried off
several million dollars worth of prop
erty. The raid is the second of its kind,
following a 2009 raid over allegations
of illegally imported wood from Mada
gascar.
Henry E. Juszkiewicz, Gibson's
chief executive officer and part own
er, maintains that the Justice Depart
ment has misinterpreted Indian law
regarding the exportation of the sub
continent's hardwood. For its part, the
Justice Department has not explained
why it raided the offices, this time or
the last. Individuals concerned over the
matter have had to rely on secondhand
information. In this current case, an af
fidavit filed by Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice official John Rayfield casts light
on the government's case for searching
Gibson property. According to the affi
davit, Gibson Guitar Corporation vio
lated the Lacy Act.
The Lacy Act, a 2008 update to
an older conservation law, is a provi
sion which makes it unlawful to import
wood that was exported illegally under
another country's laws. It was designed,
and to this point has been used against,
corporations that knowingly imported
wood that was chopped down illegally.
Curiously, Gibson Guitar did not
import illegally obtained wood. Ac
cording to the affidavit from the Fish
and Wildlife Service, there is no men
tion that the wood product was acquired
from a protected rainforest or another
environmentally fragile area. Instead,
according to the affidavit, the wood,
which was properly harvested, violated
certain labor laws concerning its modi
fication. According to an analysis by
Media Matters, the crux of the issue is
that veneer sheets (less than 6 mm) and
finished parts are legal to export under
Indian law, but unfinished wood larger
than 6 mm is not.
While there is still potential for
the case to change, one cannot help but
wonder whether the Justice Department
has better things to do than use a con
servation law to uphold another coun
try's labor restriction. Furthermore, the
Indian government has not prosecuted
Gibson Guitar Corporation over these
restrictions. In effect, the Justice De
partment is enforcing the law of anoth
er judicial system that has not seen any
wrong committed.
Juszkiewicz and the Gibson Gui
tar Corporation's environmental work
paints a picture of governance con
cerned with the environment. Up until
the 2009 raid, Juszkiewicz was on the
board of Rainforest Alliance, which
seeks to preserve tropical rainforests.
Following the raid, according to the
Wall Street Journal, a Rainforest Al
liance spokeswoman said "the group
continues to praise Gibson's efforts
to promote responsible harvesting of
wood." In the same article, the WSJ
quotes Scott Paul, a Greenpeace official
in New York responsible for forestry
issues. He said that Gibson has done
great work to promote better forestry
practices.
Both sides of the aisle have prof
fered up reasons for the raids, but few
have found a completely satisfactory
answer. If nothing else, there are sever
al lessons and points of contention that
this columnist has with the actions of
the Justice Department. First, the Jus
tice Department has yet to release the
materials of the Gibson Guitar Corpo
ration following the 2009 raid. If there
are charges concerning the Madagascar
wood, file the charges. If Gibson Guitar
violated the law, then one imagines it
would be easy to prove it after two years
of investigation. As for the current raid,
it is unbecoming to arbitrarily enforce
the laws of a country that has yet to in
dicate any law was actually broken. In
this age of increasing transparency, the
actions of the Justice Department seem,
at best, archaic. At worst they degrade
the reputation for objectivity and com
petency that the department holds.
Understandably, all investigations
are messy, and few supply timely re
sults. Yet that does not mean the Jus
tice Department should be able to hold
onto 'evidence' indefinitely. The Jus
tice Department should focus on the
countless other crimes that are commit
ted, by both private and public institu
tions. Gibson Guitar Corporation, not
so much.
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Wall Street protests sprout across country

Photo Courtesy of Walking Off the Big Apple/FIickr CC

Protestors gather in downtown New York on account of the close relationship between Wall Street concerns and Washington politicians.

by Nicolas Dixon
There's a new voice to be heard
these days, and it's angry with
big business. 2,000 demonstrators
swarmed Wall Street last Saturday
in protest of the current state of the
economy, blaming corporate greed
and financial mismanagement. The
Guardian's online news blog stated
that the activists point to "layoffs and
employee benefit cuts, a worsening
foreclosure crisis and lack of
affordable housing." As evidence of
Wall Street's negligence in their role
as guarantors of America's financial
health, the protesters also point to
their recent bailouts by the federal
government. The protest, known
formally as Occupy Wall Street,began
Sept. 17 and has hopes of continuing
until winter, says internet newspaper
The Huffington Post.
According to CNN online,
Central to the protesters' grievances
is the notion that big name executives
are getting rich off of taxpayer dollars
and splurging on the backs of those

who struggle. With unemployment
and inflation rates hovering above 9
and 3 percent respectively, Obama's
$800 billion stimulus package has
done little to still choppy waters.
The stimulus package was initiated
to help bail out the failing bank
system. Shortly thereafter, the same
CEOs who nearly caused the greatest
financial collapse in history awarded
themselves six to eight figure bonuses,
using the funds meant to plug the
holes of their sinking ships. Though
no causation can be delineated here,
according to CNN, there is evidence
that the United States faces a doubledip recession, or a recession after
a recession with no boom or stable
period in between. This, above all, is
what has demonstrators foaming at
the mouth.
Despite surmounting frustration,
Occupy Wall Street is considered a
peaceful democratic demonstration.
Exercising their rights to assembly
and free speech, activists wish to
spread awareness for white-collar
crime. According to the Guardian,
the proof of Wall Street's malfeasance

is evident in "small businesses that
can't get access to capital, political
corruption that scuttled real fiscal
reforms, deep cuts to. government
services made worse by the rightwing's refusal to tax rich corporations
and individuals, shady corporate tax
avoidance schemes, an education
system under assault, refusal to
seriously address global warming and
economic injustice, and a litany of
problems created by the same small
group of power brokers."
The enumeration
of
leftist
complaints has fallen on deaf ears,
as law enforcement sees the political
assemblage as a nuisance. Though
meant to be peaceful, violence has
sporadically developed.
The recent protests have been
marred by what protesters are calling
police brutality, and what police
officers are calling a normal response.
Video clips have surfaced showing
what seems to be excessive use of
police force. Yet the New York Police
Department has also proffered its own
videotapes, which show protesters
that are deaf to commands to stop.

Attorneys for a nonprofit advocacy
group called the Partnership for Civil
Justice Fund filed a federal lawsuit
against Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
police and other officials, charging
that the constitutional rights of
the demonstrators arrested on the
Brooklyn Bridge had been violated.
The suit said New York had "engaged
in a premeditated, planned, scripted
and calculated effort to sweep the
streets of protesters and disrupt a
growing protest movement".
An interesting point that has
been made by a few alternative media
institutions is that, despite similar
uprisings occurring in different
corners of the globe, the media has
largely ignored domestic occurrences.
Whether in Greece, Germany or even
in New York itself, many outlets
that the public associates with the
conventional media have ignored
protests that have resulted in countless
arrests. While arrests have been made
since the event began, a large portion
of them occurred when a large group
of marchers broke off from the
main group and headed across the

Brooklyn Bridge. It is hard to imagine
that a more dramatic way to capture
the attention of the country. Yet, for
whatever reason, there has been little
support from media outlets for or
against the protesters.
Since then, demonstrations have
sprouted from Los Angeles to Boston
and in plenty of cities in between.
These demonstrations have been
led by protesters voicing similar
discontent and anger over such
issues as high unemployment, home
foreclosures and the 2008 corporate
bailouts. Reuters cites Kevin Zeese,
an organizer of the movement, as
saying that today, Washington will be
the site of a renewed effort.
"Just like the Vietnam War
draft made the war more personal,
economic insecurity is making the
economic policies of this country
more personal," Zeese said.
According to the New York
Times, about 100 people were
camped out in protest in front of the
Los Angeles City Hall on Monday
morning. Additionally, there were
protesters occupying several dozen
tents. A free-food station and a media
center were set up nearby. People
sat on blankets playing the guitar or
bongo drums. In many ways, it was a
scene reminiscent of counter-culture
movements of the '60s and '70s.
These protesters are completely
right in protesting against individuals
and institutions that they disagree
with. The foundation of America is
built off of different groups arguing in
an open forum. Whether or not they
are correct about their accusations,
they should have the ability to protest
in any public area they feel best
expresses their concerns.
There is a case to be made that
the New York City Police Department
has neither the manpower nor the
inclination to make sure that the
protesters are properly protected
from harm as they exercise their First
Amendment rights. As long as the
protests stay purely political in nature
and do not become Los Angeles after
a sports championship, the argument
rings incredibly hollow. Especially
when it's the police doing most of the
damage.
There is enough room in America
for one section of society to criticize
another, even if in such a dramatic
fashion. While this is not the time or
place to discuss the exact issues of
contention, the protesters are not all
conspiracy theorists.
There are legitimate claims that
they are expressing, and as part of a
free country, we must all hope that
they can nonviolently express their
deeply held beliefs. More importantly,
we should allow them to as long as
they stay peaceful.

Herman Cain, the new frontrunner of the GOP
What does Herman Cain's Florida victory mean to the Repnblican field?
by David Downs
Former Godfather's Pizza CEO
Herman Cain jumped from the
basement level of the 2012 Republican
field to the top of the Florida GOP's
Presidency straw poll On Sept. 24.
Cain's upset delivered a monumental
blow to Texas Gov. Rick Perry's
frontrunner status. The political
newcomer captured the ballots of
37 percent of the 2,657 Republican
activists who voted, more than Perry
and former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt
Romney combined.
"The Herman Cain train is picking
up steam," Cain said. He is a champion
of the upstart conservative activist Tea
Party. What does his victory really
mean to the GOP landscape? A couple
of theories have been proposed.
A popular idea has been that
the mainstream conservative media
is out of touch with its voting base.
Although Fox News would have you
believe that this primary is a two-man
race between Perry and Romney, the
truth is far more complicated. For
one, Perry and Romney are both much
weaker than they appear. Both men
have been ostracized by those within
their own party for their positions on
important social issues.
Perry's support for the Texas
policy of providing in-state tuition
to the children of illegal immigrants
appears to be a significant point of
contention within the GOP. Few
believe it is proper for a state to
give benefits to individuals who are
not actually from the state. About
two-thirds of Republicans and GOPleaning independents say they are
less likely to vote for a candidate who
backs such a policy. Among Tea Party
supporters, nearly eight in 10 say this

position is a negative factor.
Romney has also been subject to
criticism for Romneycare, a universal
health care policy instituted in
Massachusetts under his watch, and
for his perceived liberal stance on
other social issues.
While straw polls are not
always definitive, controversial Tea
Party activist House Rep. Michele
Bachmann won the highly-publicized
Ames Republican Iowa straw poll
back in August but is now considered
a longshot. However, with Cain's
Florida
victory,
alongside
his
widespread support, it would seem
that the message is clear: GOP voters
want a true conservative nominee who
is not so extreme. It would appear that
Perry, Romney and Bachmann aren't
quite what they have in mind. There
is a right mix of conservatism and
competency, and Cain has it.
Herman Cain has also gained
attention for attending countless
events, including several large Tea
Party rallies, across the country. He
has also been in the spotlight for
proposing his "9-9-9" tax reform plan,
which intends to simplify the complex
American tax code.
The possibility exists that there is
a huge divide within the GOP itself as
to what direction it wants the nation to
take in 2012. While Perry and Romney
are both tested and effective leaders in
the political circle, neither has been
able to translate their experience into
success during this primary season.
Meanwhile, the ultra-conservative Tea
Party nominees who have often been
accused of being inexperienced and
impossible to work with by politicians
on both sides of the political spectrum
have been gaining momentum due to
their unwavering convictions in their
beliefs and, in Cain's case, proven
success within the business world.

Another major question Cain's
recent success poses is, what effect
could his nomination have on
President Barack Obama's reelection
hopes? According to 2008 exit polls,
96 percent of African Americans voted
for Obama during the last presidential
election. This near complete support
by the African American community
could be challenged if Cain were
nominated. A joint-poll conducted
by ABC News and the Washington
Post in September discovered that
Obama's popularity among African
Americans has dropped by 25 percent
since his election in 2008. Could
Cain possibly take advantage of this
recent dissension amongst Obama's
strongest group of supporters?
In an even more shocking
development, a recent Rasmussen
Reports national telephone survey of
likely U.S. Voters found that Obama
earns 39 percent support while Cain
attracts 34 percent in a head-to-head
poll. In that match-up, 14 percent
prefer some other candidate, and 14
percent are undecided. The same poll
indicated, while Obama leads virtually
all the GOP candidates by a slim
margin in head-to-head polls, Herman
Cain is the only GOP candidate who
holds Obama to under 40 percent,
making him the closest challenge to
Obama's popularity in that particular
survey.
If these polls are to be taken
seriously, the numbers seem to
indicate that Cain may be the only
true hope conservative voters have of
supplanting Obama in 2012.
There
are
several
reasons
proposed for why Cain, despite recent
success, can never hold public office.
For instance, he has never held public
office. When he ran for the Senate in
Georgia in 2004, he lost the primary
by a 52 percent to 26 percent margin.

Lauren Millslagle/TheVista

He has zero experience in foreign or
defense policy, which is important
given that presidents have the most
leeway to set policy. Michael Barone, a
columnist at the Washington Examiner,
points out that when questioned about
the Middle East earlier this year, Cain
clearly had no idea what the "right
of return" is. Such a flub is similar
to a potential math department head
forgetting how to add. Elsewhere, his
repeatedly solid performance in the
primary debates has not made him
a seriously contemplated candidate.
Why? Perhaps it is because political

analysts can detect a certain amount of
amateurism in him.
However, at the end of the day,
these criticisms are not enough
to detract from his campaign. All
candidates have issues, but Cain's are
especially benign. If his recent efforts
are anything to go by, he is a serious
candidate. Through the debate, Cain
has shown that he is neither a career
politician nor a complete amateur.
He can hold his positions well, and
as the recent poll data has shown, his
positions have struck a chord in the
GOP.
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Supreme Court begins session with crucial case
byJ Max Eichelberger
O
As we are flipping through this
fall's television lineups, we should
not forget that important decisions are
being made. Not merely whether or not
Dexter will finally find his humanity.
Not whether or not House will pop
another pill of Vicodin.
Instead, the Supreme Court is
starting its own fall programming.
Even though the Supreme Court still
does not allow video recording into its
halls, starting on Oct. 3 the Supreme
Court will begin hearing cases for
its fall session. Among the cases,
which contain a series of blockbuster
titles, there is a particularly relevant
case at the intersection of education,
religion and politics: Hosanna-Tabor
v. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. In a nutshell, the case

concerns whether a church-based
school has freedom from federal
oversight in hiring and firing decisions.
The plaintiff is Cheryl Perich,
a teacher who was fired
from the
Evangelical
Lutheran
Church
and School Hosanna-Tabor. The
school maintains that the reasons
behind the firing were suitable and
understandable. She had violated
church teachings by attempting to
reinstate herself to her former position
through purely legal means. School
officials hold that the proper way of
receiving her spot back, which she
voluntarily left following a diagnosis
of narcolepsy, was through the
Lutheran church's own infrastructure.
The case, whose history has been
entirely too convoluted to be properly
explained in this space, has been
decided on criteria that were described
by both sides as mechanistic. The
court decided which minutes of the

day constituted religious functions,
such as teaching religion classes and
leading worship service and prayer.
It was also decided which minutes
of the day that she performed secular
duties. Thus, it was decided whether
or not she constituted a "ministerial"
employee by merely what quantity of
time she did which.
Stanley
Carlson-Thies,
the
head of the Institutional Religious
Freedom Alliance, explained in an
analysis of the case that most religious
organizations are protected by the
"religious exemption" in Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
"This exemption was created
by Congress, not the courts, and it
applies to every single job position in
a religious organization, whether the
position is 'ministerial' or not."
Nevertheless, it does raise some
very interesting considerations. The
most important, which is also the crux

of the issue, is whether or not Perich is
a "ministerial employee." If she is, like
the school says she was. then she can
be fired. If she is not, then she cannot
be fired.
In either event, it raises
considerations about where the state
ends and religious institutions begin.
It is important to remember that
every circuit that has heard a case
similar to this one has agreed that the
ministerial exception extends beyond
formally designated "ministers" to
include other employees who play
an important religious role in the
organization.
If the court decides that Perich is
not a ministerial employee, it would
deal a substantial blow to the Title VII
"religious exception." Up until now,
religious organizations have decided
which of their employees are of a
religious character and which are not.
This is understandable, since it would
not make much sense for pastors to

spend most of their time talking about
how to best pick up the trash and the
janitors to spend most of their time
talking about how to best understand
God. Yet, in this instance the school
has said that Perich is an employee
whose work is characterized by heavy
overtones of religion, but the court has
maintained the opposite position.
Taking from religious institutions
their ability to say which of their
employees are ministerial and not
brings in a whole mtter of oversight
which is not necessarily a good
thing. It makes much more sense
for a church, be it through a school
or another institution, to decide for
itself. If a church says to the state
that one of their employees is chiefly
concerned with spirituality, it makes
intuitive sense to believe them. It does
not matter what denomination, but if
anyone understands the requirements
of the position, it is Perich's employer.

Students show courage
speaking at Copley forum
I should disclose to you that
I was not present at the forum last
Thursday because I am on sabbatical
leave. I have, however, read the Vista
essays and received two other written
summaries of the forum, and have
heard from about a half-dozen people
reports. Despite this, 1 take the risk
of writing to you about the forum
because the point I want to make is not
so much about what was said, but who
spoke. If you think it inappropriate
for someone not present to comment
on the forum, please disregard this
comment.
To some it might appear that
there are no bright spots in last week's
faculty forum on the dismissal of the
eight employees of Access Services in
Copley Library. That would, I fear, be
a mistake.
As noted in The Vista's article,
promotion of "ethical leadership" is
part of the mission of the University.
While many have focused on the
perceived failure of the administration
to embody such leadership-or, perhaps

even to understand what that phrase
means beyond a legal minimalism-I
don't think the success on the part
of USD's students at that same
forum should go unnoticed. It took, I
suspect, a not inconsiderable amount
of courage for students to speak
before the faculty and administration,
especially when what was to be said
was not pleasing to the powers that
be. Such courage, it seems to me,
is one essential element of ethical
leadership, an element sorely lacking
in the public sphere today. That it was
displayed by some of our students
is the best reason 1 can think of not
wholly and cynically to give up on the
aspirations of the institution despite
the best efforts of the administration
to tempt me to do so. I thank these
courageous young men and women
for their example.

Letters to the Editor Policy
The Vista strongly encourages letters to the editor from stu
dents, faculty, staff, administration and the community.
Correspondence should be sent to twilson@usdvista.com
with the subject line "Letter to the Editor."
Submissions should be limited to 500 words and must include
verifiable contact information. Letter content is subject to editing
for clarity and style.
The Vista does not publish anonymous letters, those addressed
to a third party or letters in poor taste.

J. A. Colombo
Professor, Department of Theology
and Religious Studies

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

RESEARCH GRANT FINDING
APPLY ONLINE: www.sandiego.edu/associatedstudents/academics
NO LATE Proposals will be accepted.

DEADLINE: OCTOBER 7,2011 by 5:00PM
For more info, contact: Jackie Harris, usdacademics@gmail.com
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From trash to Finding USD's favorite burritos
treasure
Lilly Stiff
IstitJ@usi/vista.com

One writers take on the best
burrito shops in San Diego
by Carly Hanson

by Lilly Stitt
As Americans, we live in a very
materialistic society that is becoming
more and
more commerciallyoriented. A central element of not
only our student body's unique
culture, but also the culture of our
country as a whole, is that we have to
have the best, the newest, the latest.
We as Americans are always wanting
something better than what we have
and finding new reasons for material
objects that we never really needed in
the first place.
Personally,
I
never
really
considered myself to be a materialistic
person until I returned to San Diego
after a blissful summer at home in
Kansas, only to find out that over
the summer months nearly all of
my material possessions had been
stolen. The phrase "You don't know
what you've got 'til its gone" had
never before been so real in my life.
I certainly never realized just how
many things that it took to make my
life feel complete, from clothing, to
toiletries and, most importantly (in my
opinion at least), decorations for my
home. I am a firm believer in making
a house a home, and the best way to
do that is with an array of beautiful
decorations. Over the years, I had
built up a fairly significant collection
of trinkets and treasures to disperse
throughout whatever place I happened
to inhabit- whether it be a dorm room
in Founders, a miniature apartment in
Italy, or a house on the beach- that
could transform any standard living
space into a place fit to be called
"home."
However, losing all of my
belongings meant losing most of these
treasures as well and;"moving in" to
my Jew house went from a highlyanticipated nesting phase, to a dreaded
process of running around from Target,
CVS and a plethora of other over-air
conditioned,
over-commerc ialized,
consumer depots that have developed
me into an Americanized consumer,
rebuilding an army of material
possessions that would allow me to
comfortably live my life once again.
The light at the end of this tunnel,
in my opinion, was Salvation Army.
I know that the Salvation Army,
Goodwill and other thrift stores are
at the bottom of almost every USD
student's list of acceptable places to
shop, but in my opinion, Salvation
Army is the best-kept secret in San
Diego. Though our consumer-driven
economy would lead us to believe a
different argument, it is a raw fact that
we do not need to fill our lives with
brand new items from the shelves of
our local Target. You can find literally
anything that you need at a thrift store,
and chances are you will never know
anyone else that has the same thing.
As an added bonus, your thrift store
steal will have more personality than
anything you could ever find on a
conveyor belt.
They say that one man's trash is
another man's treasure, and when it
came to decorating my new home,
with a sudden void of all material
possessions, I took this statement to
the literal extreme. For a solid holiday
weekend, from Wednesday to Monday
of Labor Day weekend, everything in
the Sports Arena Salvation Army was
50% off, and I turned that store into
a home away from home. 1 literally
went every single day — It was my
sort of daily pilgrimage to find new
treasures, bring them home and add
my own personal touch to make them
uniquely mine. Over the span of that
weekend and the weeks that followed,
I had amassed an army of new-to-meold-to-the-world elements of decor
that turned my Mission Beach house
into a home filled with personality and
charisma. If walls could talk, mine
would be able to tell stories that go
far beyond my years, since most of
the objects they are filled with come
from a place far beyond my time. This
concept is one that is unusual to most
students at USD, but it is something
that can truly add character to your
space more than any Wal-Mart can.
It creates a home made for memories
and a life full of beauty unique to you.
With this story, I encourage all of
you to go to a thrift store and search
for that one perfect item. It might be
a picture frame, a bookshelf, a basket.
But make it your own, put your own
decorative touch on it and add it to
the treasures that build your home. It
will give your space character and will
surely bring a smile to your face.

compete.
The breakfast burrito includes 2
eggs scrambled, hash-brown potatoes,
San Diego is known for its black beans, shredded cheese and
beaches, babes and most importantly your choice of bacon or soy chorizo.
its Mexican food. San Diego arguably Substituting bacon for avocado is an
offers the best Mexican food equally delicious option. With Olive's
found outside of Mexico, and the signature salsa on the side, the burrito
responsibility to eat the finest burrito satisfies all breakfast burrito needs.
The tortilla is nothing special in
in the area lies on the shoulders of
USD students. The criteria for the the taste department but holds together
best burrito in San Diego has been nicely. The high quality of the fillings
sorted into 4 categories: location, leave little room for disappointment,
making the tortilla an unimportant
ingredients, tortilla and price.
secondary factor.
The breakfast burrito is nicely
Lucha Libre's Surf and Turf
priced at $5.50. Not only is the burrito
Burrito for $7.50
The number one-ranked burrito fairly large and very filling, but it also
in San Diego is Lucha Libre's Surf comes with a side of chips or spicy
and Turf. When seeking a mouth tomato soup, making it well worth the
watering, mind blowing, Mexican money. One of the best parts of Olive
experience, feel free to head south is the fact that it accepts campus cash,
on 1-5 to Washington Street where, meaning as a student, the cash stays in
this little hole in the wall restaurant is the pocket and mom and dad can foot
located. The decor is reason alone for the bill for this fabulous burrito.
stopping by. Hot pink walls decked
Sara's California Burrito for
out in classic Lucha Libre Mexican
wrestling photos cover almost every $5.00
Loving
Sara's
burritos
is
inch of open space and keep the eater
entertained while chowing down. synonymous with being a member
There is also an entire corner of the of the USD population. Located in
restaurant with a red velvet rope south Mission Beach, this tiny, noblocking off a sparkly, gold booth frills restaurant is pick-up only, so
placed below a sign marking the area do not expect to be waited on. There
as the "table of champions" where are green benches outside the pick-up
patrons can eat as if in a wrestling window if eating simply cannot wait.
Gorgeous views are merely steps
ring.
The surf and turf burrito includes away in any direction, with Mission
grilled steak, shrimp, avocado, pico Bay to the east and the beach to the
de gallo, rice and their super secret west, allowing Sara's customers the
chipotle sauce. The steak is not too benefit of enjoying their burrito while
chewy and the shrimp is fresh. Large soaking up the sun on the sand. An
pieces of avocado are dispersed added benefit of Sara's is its hours. It
throughout the burrito, allowing for is open until 3am, allowing customers
a pleasant avocado filled bite every to grab a quick lunch after a day on
now and then, but not too often. Put the beach or a late night snack after a
night out.
a dollop of their cilantro based cream
The California burrito has the
salsa on top and prepare to experience
standard California burrito ingredients,
pure burrito heaven.
which are carne asada, cheese, sour
The tortilla is not too thin and not
too thick with a doughy, homemade cream, and of course, French fries.
texture to it. No need to fear for the The meat is well seasoned and cut
burrito's life with this tortilla. It does into good-sized pieces that are easy
not burst at the seams nor does it fall to bite and they are also extremely
generous with the sour cream. The
apart at the end once all the fillings
have slipped to the bottom.
i French fries are a little soft and sadThe one downfall of this burrito looking but still manage to create the
may be its price, but rest assured that intended effect. If looking to make
this is $7.50 well spent. The burrito this California burrito just a bit more
is enormous, typically filling
the exciting, ask for a side of guacamole.
The tortillas at Sara's tend to
stomach after about % of the way
through and leaving the last bit for a disappoint. Tasty as they might be,
they fall to pieces about midway
delicious late night snack.
through the burrito, leaving the eater
Olive Cafe Breakfast Burrito with a mess formerly known as a
burrito. A key recommendation to
for $5.95
Olive Cafe is a small restaurant keep in mind - eat this burrito with
located on Santa Clara Street in a plate and silverware on hand.
Mission Beach. Luckily there is a Otherwise, sacrifice your hands to the
parking lot nearby because Mission food.
The menu is cheap, catering to
Beach parking can be fairly scary,
particularly on a beautiful Saturday the starving college student's budget.
morning when everyone is out When hungry, with only seven dollars
hunting for a delicious breakfast and thirty-two cents rattling around in
burrito. The restaurant offers a variety the wallet, Sara's California burrito
of meal options and, although Olive is the perfect option, leaving about
does not specialize in Mexican food, two dollars to buy ramen noodles for
their breakfast burrito still manages to dinner.
A FEW MORE FAVORITES, COURTESY OF THE VISTA STAFF
Miarcy's
The hole-in-the-wall often gets
lost next to the much more showy
Roberto's, but those that have had late
nights in Mission Beach and want to
avoid the lines at places like Fresh
MXN across the street are sure to find
this as a pleasant surprise. At just $5.25
for a camepon burrito (a California

burrito with guacamole), Marcy's is
a bargain that doesn't skimp on the
meat like its nearby competitors.
El Indio
Guy Fieri of "Diners, Drive-Ins
and Dives" fame visited here long ago
to film a segment. Located across the
street from Lucha Libre, it may not

Nicole Aslanyan/TheVista

TOP: Olive Cafe's breakfast burrito is a great option for lazy weekend mornings.
BOTTOM: Lucha Libre's Surf andTurf burrito has been featured on "Man vs. Food."

be quite as tasty, but it may be worth
skipping the often hour-long line at its
neighbor's place, if for nothing else
than the delicious tortillas made right
in front of your very eyes.
Salsa Fiesta
For the North Park resident, Salsa
Fiesta, located on 30th Street, has

excellent vegetarian options including
the crispy potato burrito.
The food is cooked fresh but is
definitely worth the five-to-10 minute
wait. The staff is remarkably friendly
and sincerely glad to serve you and
ask about your day. The portions are
large for a very reasonable price sure
to fit any student's budget.

Tiesto's Club Life College Invasion Tour hits San Diego
by Allie Bright
Recently voted 'The Greatest DJ
Of All Time' in a Mixmag poll, Tiesto
has astounded music lovers all over the
world with his eclectic and unique style
of music. This well-known DJ not only
mixes but also produces his own music.
The genre of Tiesto's music is
somewhere along the lines of electro,
hard trance and eclectic. Honestly, it
seems to just depend on his mood and
what he feels is right at the time. All
of his albums have produced different
vibes and sounds. His job is not to
make hits but to produce and mix music
exactly how he likes it. Luckily for him,
this works.
His music appears to create a
fan base from all over the world. His
international appeal has brought him
fame all over the globe, allowing him to
put on successful shows anywhere from
Ibiza to the one and only San Diego.
It's the college student's dream:
Tiesto's Club Life College Invasion
Tour. This tour not only offers Tiesto

shows on college campuses all around
the U.S., but it also offers students the
opportunity to witness history in the
making. Every generation holds their
own legendary acts like the Beatles,
Michael Jackson and Madonna, and
now we are lucky to be living in a new
generation of music, with Tiesto as the
star of it all.
Tiesto played on Oct. 2 at the
San Diego Sports Arena. The live
experience of his performance was one
to be remembered. An array of styles
and clothes from spandex, neon, fur
coats, practically any form of scantily
clad attire under the sun was represented
at this concert.
Eighteen-year-old Porter Robinson
opened up for Tiesto, with a live Twitter
feed on the screen reading tweets from
everyone at the concert including
Tiesto's very own tweet and hash tag,
"I am so excited to play in San Diego
tonight! #CoIlegeInvasionTour," which
got the crowd pumped up right away
and ready for Tiesto to hit the stage.
The moment Tiesto came on,
everyone was jumping up and down,
screaming and dancing. He started

his set with the well-known Kaskade
hit, "Turn It Down," which started the
crowd off in an amazing mood, ready
for the night ahead.
The venue was perfect for the
event. The pit was very crowded, but
fans should expect as much when going
to an electronic concert such as this.
The best part about the venue, however,
was the fact that at any moment in
time there was an escape for fans to
take a break from the crowd. Many
fans were up front head bobbing and
fist pumping, but the downfall of this
blissful confusion was the amount of
people bumping into each other and
stepping on each other's feet.
Those who preferred more room
and less-crowded areas were able to
slip away to the back where the visuals
and lights were still in full effect, but
there was more room to dance and not
hit the person right next to you.
Tiesto blew everyone away with his
amazing beats and the full production
of the show. The visual effects were like
no others seen before. Bright lights with
crazy visuals going all night created the
perfect set up to dance all night long.

While standing in the crowd, fans were
repeatedly surprised with bursts of
smoke from a smoke machine, adding
to the overall intensity and craziness of
the atmosphere.
As if the smoke and lights weren't
enough visual effects for the crowd,
confetti of all sizes began to fall from
the sky on all the fans in front of the
stage. The college crowd seemed to be
blown away by all of the effects.
While Tiesto did not speak to the
crowd at all during his set, he had videos
playing behind him, even a live feed of
him playing for the college students of
San Diego.
"Out of all of the shows I have
been to, Tiesto surprised me the most
with the way he impressed the crowd,"
senior Kelsey Nemirov said. "Between
the music, lights, videos, smoke
machines and falling confetti, I couldn't
have been more impressed. Tiesto has
become the most respectable DJ in my
eyes after this show."
Tiesto's music truly gives off an
eclectic, passionate, feel-good vibe that
will have anyone dancing along in no
time.
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Looking for live music? We've got answers
A close-up look at a few artists coming your way this fall
by Liz Allick
Though USD is only two hours
from Los Angeles, more often than
not, artists touring fail to make it all
the way down to San Diego, forcing
USD concert-goers to make the
traffic packed journey north on the 5.
This semester, though, there's been
a change in that pattern, and already
there's a long list of amazing live
performers who are finally making San
Diego a stop on their tours in these
next few months. Three artists who
have all already blown audiences away
are coming in the next two weeks.
Megafaun, Cut Copy and Foster the
People are three completely different
bands, but all know how to put on a
show and promise to be something that
can't be missed.

Megafaun: Casbah 10/10
Tickets: $12.00

Megafaun might not be a familiar
name, but the trio from Alaska get plenty
of attention from their association with
Justin Vernon of Bon Iver, with whom
they formed the band The DeYarmond
Edition. After breaking up in 2006,
Megafaun was formed. And although
the group lacked Vernon, their music
was in no way a disappointment. The
eclectic and alternative folk feel has
carried over in its own original form to
the four projects the group has released.
Their first
three albums have
a unique "weirdness" to them that
definitely differentiates the music
from anything else they have released
in their prior projects. But their most
recent album, entitled "Megafaun"
which was released in 2011, carries a
much more classic and easy-listening
feel. The album's song "Real Slow"
has received a lot of attention and
showcases vocals that are hard to beat.
The presence they bring to the stage in
their performances cannot be missed.

Though a mellow show,their live music
in raw form is something that can only
be experienced firsthand and for only
$12, it is a highly recommended show
to catch.

Foster to the People: SOMA
10/19
Tickets: $25.00
Foster the People have quickly
blown up in popularity after their
second album, "Torches" released
in May 2011. The album features
"Pumped Up Kicks" which has spread
like fire, becoming the remix song
for DJs, from dubstep to electronic.
The song has been re-released by
artists for its catchy and danceable
characteristics, but "Torches" offers
much more than this one song. Other
equally great tracks, like "Houdini,"
create a consistently high-energy
album, which attracts an audience
fit for their live performances. This

summer they played at both Outside
Lands Festival in San Francisco
and Lollapalooza in Chicago, where
festival attendees shrilled in excitement
singing and dancing along to their
music. They have rapidly gained a
widespread following for a reason;
their music is good and their catchy
melodies are hard to get out of your
head. Their performance at the SOMA
will attract a crowd ready to dance and
have fun, not to mention, is sure to be
packed.

Cut Copy: 4th and B 10/14
Tickets: $25.00-35.00
Cut Copy could not be a bigger
contrast from Megafaun, but is totally
worth attending. Though their music
is not for the same mellow crowd, it
will get you dancing in their highenergy live performances. The group
who is from Melbourne, Australia
was formed by DJ Dan Whitford who

released a solo EP in 2001. But since
the indie-electronic group became a
trio releasing "Bright Like Neon Love"
in 2004, they have rapidly grown in
popularity, consistently releasing new
albums, the most recent being "Need
You Now" in April 2011. Songs like
"Lights & Music" and "Hearts on
Fire" from the full album "In Ghost
Colours" have become extremely
popular, featuring the ever-popular
electronic beats vibe, but maintaining
a classic and catchy pop element. They
keep it funky, incorporating '80s tracks
while adding all forms of their own
raw music pieces to give their work a
modem form. The show is so fun live
because they keep the audience going
and, as a result, concert-goers just can't
stop moving. Their performance on 4th
and B, which is sure to be a dance party,
will be followed up with a performance
at San Francisco's Treasure Island
Music Festival, which could definitely
be worth the road trip.

The 4th Annual Art
of Fashion exhibit
opens at the Timken
Museum of Art
Zandra Rhodes, honorary chair
of the gala, is a successful San Diego
designer with a wild aesthetic and an
affinity for bright colors mixed with
The Timken Museum of Art in unusual designs. Rhodes designed and
Balboa Park is currently hosting its created a tunic to be put on display
fourth annual Art of Fashion exhibit, that was auctioned off during the silent
putting a creative twist on art and auction portion of the night. Nemirov
fashion to raise money for art education describes Rhodes' tunic as well as the
programs. The museum selected 15 15 other pieces as "really high fashion
fashion designers from the Fashion with beautiful, intricate designs".
"The cause is important because
Career College to participate in the
cause. Each designer selected a piece so many people are unaware of the
of art from the museum and used their amazing things that are on display
interpretation of the painting to create in the museums, particularly those
in Balboa Park, which is located so
an original fashion item. The top five
close to USD," Nemirov said when
pieces were displayed in the exhibit.
Not only was this an occasion asked why she considers art education
for the designers to help raise money programs a worthy cause. Some of the
for charity, but it also gave them a paintings in this museum have had a
unique opportunity to supplement their huge impact on the evolution of art,
and most people wouldn't know that.
portfolios.
Art education programs similar to
The five winning outfits created
will each be displayed in front of the the Timken Museum's upcoming trip
painting it was based on. The Art of to Rome will allow the general public
Fashion was honored with both a to become more educated on artists,
kickoff dinner and a gala before it their work and where they drew their
inspiration. Art education programs
opened on Oct. 1.
Tickets sold for $500 for the make people more aware of other
kickoff dinner, which had around 120 cultures, helping to broaden viewpoints
guests in attendance, with even more and remove biases. Not everyone
guests present at the gala thrown on has the opportunity to travel and see
Saturday, Sept. 24. USD senior and famous artwork in person or can afford
Timken Museum volunteer Kelsey to see a theatrical performance. Art
Nemirov was lucky enough to attend education programs help to supply
the arts' benefits to those who can't
the gala herself.
or
might not realize why they should
"The event was really classy with
signature cocktails and delicious food," invest some time in these types of
Nemirov said. "All the models were pursuits.
The current permanent collection
walking around the room mixing with
the guests and modeling the outfits in the Timken is the Putnam collection,
created by the FCC designers. The which includes numerous French
event was both inside and outside the Rococo paintings. The museum boasts
with
Timken museum and the Balboa Park an "American room" filled
setting was really gorgeous, perfect for paintings created by famous American
artists. Among these is an exhibit of
an art and fashion focused event".
Among the models was guest the work of George Iness. Iness drew
Solicia Stowers, a past winner of inspiration for much of his work during
television's America's Next Top Model his two trips to Rome. The museum is
competition. The gala used ticket sending a group to Rome to see the
sales and a silent auction to raise the places he drew inspiration from and
majority of the funds to be used in some of his paintings there as part of
support of art education programs. One an art education program.
With Balboa Park in such close
of the most impressive silent auction
items was an example of exactly the proximity to the USD campus, there
type of programs the museum wishes is no reason not to stop by. Visit the
to support - a trip to Paris with the Art of Fashion exhibit at the Timken
opportunity to take a class at Le Cordon Museum of Art and support the cause
of art education.
Bleu, a world renown cooking school.

by Carly Hanson

Photo Courtesy of Comedy Central

Behind the scenes of Comedy
Central's new show "Workaholics"
by Ally Goodman
As
previously
spotlighted,
"Workaholics" is a Comedy Central
series starring Blake Anderson,
Anders Holm and Adam DeVine as
recent college graduates making the
transition into the 9 to 5 work week.
Earlier this week, I was fortunate
enough to have a phone conference
with Anderson, Holm, and writer/drug
dealer character Kyle Newacheck.
Students from all across the
country were on the line asking
questions of these comics and
getting to know the backstory on this
successful series. Sifting through the
sarcasm, here's a little bit of what we
discovered:
How has it been working with
Comedy Central? They say that so
far it has been great, the network
has really supported their creative
insanity and Anderson adds that they
always have free beer for them at
parties. Bonus.

Are the situations that appear on
the show based on real life? The guys
brainstorm plot lines that come from
real life inspiration, but for television
the characters and situations are
amplified. The majority of the show
is scripted, but every once in a while
they get loose and improvise.
Have the guys always been
friends? Anderson says that he and
Newacheck met back in the young,
innocent days of third grade creating
comics together. Once they got older,
they moved to Los Angeles and met
DeVine in junior college. From there,
Anderson met Holm in an improv
class and the group started making
Internet sketches together. The rest is
bromance history.
Do they have a collaborative
writing process? Normally, during
their meetings, everyone brings a
nugget of an idea and they play around
with it and try and imagine how it
would play out. For example, they
worked on the 'Straight Up Juggahos'
from Season 1 for about five months.
They created three hypothetical

versions and finally settled on what
aired.
What comedian or show do you
relate to and get inspired by the most?
They are all big fans of Larry
David's "Curb your Enthusiasm" and
also think that the "Jackass" guys
are hilarious and worthy of much
admiration.
Overall, the guys intend to
make fun of the typical first job for
post-grads who are still in a college
state-of-mind and don't necessarily
connect to their jobs yet. Post-grads
aren't total grown-ups with kids and
families, so they don't have complete
adult responsibilities yet, The high
point, however, is that their jobs aren't
exactly their 'careers' yet, and they
don't have to do it forever.
Their advice for college students?
Stay in school forever. It's the best
time in life, and more important than
going to class, the friendships made in
school can last forever.
Finally, what can we look forward
to next week? We'll learn what
'cranking down' is, so stay tuned.
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For most people, San Diego is a great tourist destination;
for USD students its our own backyard- Explore!
hv Nadia Garas
For many,San Diego is the perfect
vacation spot. Tourists are attracted
to its perfect weather, beautiful
beaches, great restaurants and upbeat
nightlife. For others, San Diego is
home, and watching the sunset cast
its glory on the undisturbed waters
of the ocean is just another typical
Wednesday evening.
Many
residents
take
this
incredible city for granted and
haven't seen all there is to see in San
Diego. There are lots of fun places to
go and delicious places to eat which
many people don't know about, even
those that live there.
The
biggest
San
Diego
attractions, which are Sea World, The
San Diego Zoo and Legoland, cost
big bucks and aren't the only places
that reflect the culture of San Diego.
Alternatively, the Children's Pool
Beach in La Jolla also provides an up
close and personal experience with
animals in their own natural habitat,
and it costs absolutely nothing.
Visitors can observe the seals as they
lie in the sand, interact with each
other and swim in the water. The
Children's Pool Beach also offers a
breathtaking view of La Jolla, and
sitting on the benches overlooking
the vvater is an excellent way to
spend an afternoon.
Also in La Jolla, The Museum
of Contemporary Art brings a nice
blend of modernity and sheer genius
to San Diego. Admission is free for
anyone under 25 years old, and for
everybody else it only costs $10.
The museum features all kinds of
exhibitions that include minimalism,
abstract and retrospective art.
Balboa Park is another good
place to visit in San Diego. It has
lots of museums, natural vegetation
green belts, gardens, walking paths
and several theatres. Many of the
park's attractions are parallel to a
wide promenade running through
the center of the park, called El
Prado. The buildings on this street

Photos Courtesy of topshampatti/Flickr CC, Brian Auer/Flickr CC, Soumit/Flickr CC, and **Mary**/Flickr CC

LEFT:The fountain glistens outside of the Botanical Garden at Balboa Park. Center, Seaport Village is home to many shops, restaurants, and tourist attractions. RIGHT: San Diego's
Gaslamp District is a popular nightlife area.

are mainly built in the Spanish
Renaissance style, celebrating San
Diego's history and roots.
The Prado Restaurant lies at the
heart of Balboa Park, which prides
itself on a great location but also has
a delicious lunch and dinner menu.
It is a little pricey, but the food and
service are definitely up to par.
Another great lunch option
away from Balboa Park is Point
Loma Seafood, which is extremely
affordable and sits right on the
water. The restaurant has been so
successful that it is undergoing some

renovations to accommodate all of its
returning customers.
San Diego's Seaport village is
a cool area to walk around. It has
hours of free entertainment, great
window shopping and plenty of
space to just relax. It sits right on the
San Diego Bay, and many yachts and
ships pass by, creating a picturesque
atmosphere. Old Town is also wellknown for its historic buildings, and
many people especially enjoy the
blacksmith shop, Steeley Stables, the
Stewart House, the Estudillo House
and the oldest schoolhouse in San

Diego.
Lastly, the Gaslamp District is a
must. Its cosmopolitan appeal lures
in tourists and residents alike, and
there are a variety of things to do.
Almost all the bars downtown are
awesome, and many have a dance
floor and talented DJs who add a
lot to San Diego nightlife. There are
also renowned restaurants and hotels
on every corner, and of course, the
best shopping. The Gaslamp is where
most people go for a "downtown"
feel, and it absolutely exceeds
expectations.
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San Diego has it all. The
weather's perfect, the food is good
and most people don't know how
lucky they are to bathe in its warm
bliss. Whether it's relaxing on the
beach in La Jolla, going to a nice
dinner at The Prado in Balboa Park
or touring Old Town, San Diego has
something for everyone. It's a great
place to explore with or without a
lot of money. Check out these gems,
because as a USD student, these
wonderful tourist attractions happen
to be conveniently located in our
own backyard.
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White Panda entertains the crowd in front of the UC during the homecoming concert on Oct. 1.

Homecoming concert: great lineup, lackluster crowd
by Mckenna Duley
House and dubstep are the new
sounds that students are "womping"
to, so what better way to start off
Friday night during Homecoming
Weekend 2011 than with a free concert
at USD which featured the kind of
music that students could "womp"
to. Students didn't even have to leave
campus, which is ranked as one of
the most beautiful universities in the
entire country, to be graced with the
musical talents of DJ Luke Skyy, Eric
Hutchinson and The White Panda.
While attendance at the concert
could be considered mediocre, the
performers rocked it nonetheless.
USD senior Luke Mcllwee, who

goes by the name DJ Luke Skyy,
opened the evening and immediately
put the strength of the speakers to
the test. Mcllwee has some serious
DJ skills and even opened for one of
the most renowned DJs in the world,
Tiesto, on Sunday night at the Valley
View Casino Center in San Diego.
Eric Hutchinson started playing
after Mcllwee and had an audience
full of fans. The three-man band
was looking quite dapper and rocked
it. Hutchinson has a great deal of
character and was very funny, making
up songs and telling jokes. At one
point he called out some girl for being
too drunk, jokingly of course.
"Hutchinson is talented and
reminded me a lot of a mix of Jason
Mraz and Jack Johnson," USD senior

Scott Morgan said. "He also had a
pretty rad suit and great hair."
Hutchinson is gaining more and
more popularity. For those who did
not have the chance to see him this
past weekend, he will be shredding
the stage for a long time so don't miss
the opportunity to see him again. The
Torero Program Board should receive
all of the praise for the hard work they
put into setting-up the entire event.
Those who did attend definitely did
not regret it, especially when two
younger guys walked onto stage
wearing panda masks and gave the
audience a surprisingly entertaining
show.
The White Panda, which consists
of two Chicago natives who met when
they were just adolescents, is a mashup

duo. Mashups can be described as
playing two or more songs at the
same time and periodically adding
loud bass. Though this seems like
something anybody could do, since
just streaming favorite YouTube
videos and fading in and out isn't
rocket science, The White Panda was
undoubtedly entertaining. The duo,
like many mashup artists, didn't have
much to do on stage because most
songs are premixed, whereas most
DJs mix everything live. Mashups are
going out of style and they might even
be gone within the next few years. Not
to bash the guys though, because they
are really good at what they do.
"You would definitely enjoy
yourself if you were there," USD
senior Peter Meyers said. "But if you

were judging them on talent, there's
not much there."
While the performances were
noteworthy on all the artist's
parts,
attendance
was
clearly
underwhelming. Even though San
Diego has the beach and downtown,
the USD community needs to come
out for events like these. Sean
Kingston and Milkman played the
2009 Homecoming and it was packed
with students.
While USD still has not mastered
the art of getting people to show up
for the many exciting events they
offer, the performers still gave a killer
show. Next time, actually come to
USD's beautiful campus for a great
time and jam out to some free music
with the USD community.

Lil Wayne drops
"Tha Carter IV"
by Will Schmidt

Photoby Matthew Hose

Portugal the man plays to a enthusiastic crowd.

Portugal. The Man plays a local
show at the House of Blues
by Matthew Hose
In a flurry of fog and giant
glowing snowflakes, Portugal. The
Man silently entered the stage at the
House of Blues this past Saturday
and proceeded to put on a show
of 90 minutes of nearly non-stop
psychedelic indie-pop.
Midway into their set, the band
emerged from its trance only to
greet the satiated crowd, wasting no
time before returning to their heavy
guitars and catchy licks. Armed with
a vast array of influences, which they
have stated range from the Beatles
to Lady Gaga to Slayer, an all-new
light show, and their new album, "In
The Mountain In The Cloud," P.TM's
live show by no means has hit the
stagnancy encountered by many other
veteran bands.
The small-club environment of
the House of Blues did much more

justice for the sounds of P.TM than
the wide-open spaces of a festival.
Though P.TM is always the buzz of
festival-goers (with Lollapalooza,
Coachella
and
Bonnaroo
performances under their belt), their
heavily echoing effects and singer
John Gourley's broad vocal range
tend to fade to a rawer, more distorted
sound in the open air. P.TM is a gritty
band, but within the grit is also a band
of subtlety and refinement.
Noah
Gundersen's
guitars
often resonate with a grungy feel,
and Gourley can wail in a falsetto
that has the groove of David
Bowie after sucking on a helium
balloon. Nevertheless, what really
distinguishes them from other indiealternative bands is the polished
sound of their swinging bass lines,
harmonizing synthesizers and bluesysupporting vocal sections. The Mardi
Gras-beaded. voodoo-carved walls of
the House of Blues reverberated and
mixed these tones together to give a

powerful punch of multiple genres,
such as in the eerie sway of their
track "The Woods," creating a much
more personal feel than any big-name
festival could give.
The House of Blues was just one
of more than 150 stops on P.TM's
tour this year. Since gaining a cult
following in 2006 and realizing
considerable fame with the release
of the indie-pop hit "People Say" in
2009, they have launched into nearly
nonstop Red Bull-fueled binges of
playing four to five shows a weekmany of them in small bars and clubs
across the country.
Their commitment has led them
to quickly mature in their live shows
- they did not cringe when genrehopping, and it became obvious how
quickly their own grooves hypnotized
the members of the band themselves.
No movement, either by the band or
audience, seemed forced. Simply put,
everything felt right with Portugal.
The Man.

On July 13, 2011 rap phenom Lil
Wayne dropped his mixtape "Sorry 4 the
Wait." Throughout most of the dynamite
tracks on "Sorry 4 the Wait," Lil Wayne
continually announces that, "Tha Carter
IV is coming soon," and "sorry for the
wait until my album drops." The real
drop came on his track titled "Marvin's
Room," when Wayne provided listen
ers with the date to pin to our calendars.
"Tha Carter IV, coming August 29th..."
before the tune trails off.
But with all this hype, was "Tha
Carter IV" worth the wait? Is there an
ulterior motive for the countless free
mix tapes - "No Ceilings," "I Am Not
A Human," "Road to C4," and finally,
"Sorry 4 the Wait" - that Lil Wayne has
released? Is the content, both lyrical and
musical, on the new "Tha Carter IV" al
bum possibly not up to par with what we
have all come to expect from Wayne's
freshness?
It is of merit to consider his mixtape "Road to C4" for a couple of rea
sons. First, the title itself is the only one
with mention to the fourth installment of
Wayne's dynasty. Second, for being only
a mixtape, there were some extremely
popular tracks: "Roman's Revenge"
featuring Nicki Minaj and "Look At Me
Now" featuring Chris Brown and Busta
Rhymes. This lends way to the third
reason: Lil Wayne not only incorporat
ed multiple popular artists, Minaj and
Brown, but also brought back gangster
era hip-hop superstar Busta Rhymes.
The mixtape was very successful, so it
would make sense if Wayne repeated
some of this formula for popularity, and
he does.
Aside from Lil Wayne's ability to
twist and wrap lyrics to fit damn near
any situation or topic he wants, which
is an amazing skill, there are some no
tables brought back to life on "Tha
Carter IV." Namely, everybody's favor
ite "Break Yo' Neck" rapper is back,
Bustah Rhymes. There are a few new
additions that add some cool dimensions
i
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to the album as well, such as John Leg
end, Drake, Rick Ross and Jadakiss. Lil
Wayne is off to a great start in that de
partment, but his track "Interlude" really
brings it home with the furious flow of
Tech N9ne.
Another notable track is "Outro"
featuring Bun-B, Nas, Shyne and Busta
Rhymes. Similar to "Interlude" is the
background horn and bass beat. How
ever, where Tech N9ne spat his lyrics
quickly, Bun-B, Nas and Shyne have
a tendency to slow things down just a
bit. The reusing of the beat from an ear
lier track opens up the very music of
the album though. It shows the multi
dimensional face that Lil Wayne and
his contemporaries have when making
music. Instead of changing the physical
music every single time there is a new
song, Wayne shakes it up and changes
the people rapping over it. And that is
what Wayne is all about, shaking things
up. Perhaps that's why he ends the trio of
slower rappers with Busta Rhymes just
tearing the song to pieces.
Does Lil Wayne deliver with "Tha
Carter IV"? Absolutely, 100 percent
yes. Any fan who followed all of his
free mixtapes in his time between "Tha
Carter III" and IV predicted the success
that "Tha Carter IV" has had, and it is
reassuring to see that Lil Wayne has not
burned himself out. Young Moolah baby.
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Taking pride
in Toreros
football

By Chris Hanneke
I went home to Las Vegas for the
weekend to visit my family. My twin
brother, who goes to the University of
Arizona, was in town with a group of his
Wildcat friends celebrating someone's
birthday.
On Saturday, they watched their
football team lose to University of
Southern California by a touchdown.
While they were complaining about
that, I quickly and happily chimed in
with "Our team won 42-0 today." They
all just laughed at me.
I was accustomed to everyone writ
ing off USD football because it wasn't a
Division I program. But for some rea
son, I was extra irritated by the notion
that a 42-0 win could just be laughed
off. Laughing it off diminishes how im
pressive the USD football program as a
whole has been over the past five-plus
years.
This entire weekend was actually
full of USD football shocking and en
tertaining the whole country, only the
country probably didn't know about it.
And it wasn't just the homecoming win
at Torero Stadium that did this.
On Sunday, the San Francisco
49ers, under the direction of head coach
Jim Harbaugh, stunned the Philadelphia
Eagles and pulled out a one-point victo
ry, improving their record to 3-1. It was
the type of game that had experts fawn
ing over Harbaugh, praising his work on
turning the team around so quickly.
Harbaugh, of course, is the biggest
figure to ever walk the sidelines for USD
football and, as Toreros fans, we like to
claim him as our own. After all, he start
ed here, built this humble program into
a powerhouse and wore Torero blue be
fore Stanford Cardinal red or 49ers gold.
Though the powerhouse USD foot
ball program Harbaugh helped construct
had struggled the past couple seasons,
they look to have regained their swagger
on Saturday. Though he is long gone and
the credit for these wins goes to head
coach Ron Caragher, it's hard not to rec
ognize the ripple effect Harbaugh's suc
cess has had on the current program.
The next night, Harbaugh's star
quarterback during his tenure as a Tore
ro, Josh Johnson, had his own chance in
the spotlight on Monday Night Football,
and he didn't shy away from it. John
son, now the backup quarterback for the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, lined up under
center about midway through the third
quarter with his team down 17-10 and
facing a fourth-and-one situation. John
son rolled right on an option and picked
up eight yards, extending the drive for
Tampa Bay. The Bucs scored later in
the drive to tie the game and ultimately
ended up winning, 24-17.
The point is, when Johnson rolled
out and kept his team's drive alive, it
was a moment for USD fans everywhere
to celebrate. Plays like that legitimize
the USD football program. Harbaugh's
victory over the much-lauded Philadel
phia Eagles is also a victory for USD
football.
That's the beauty of school spirit.
Once someone dons your school colors,
those colors are always a part of them,
no matter where they end up. Sure, Har
baugh and Johnson both wear their re
spective red and gold on Sundays now,
but that doesn't mean we can't still en
joy the fact that they once sported To
rero blue.
It seems easy to write off a 42-0
win over a school like Davidson as not
a big deal. But the win put the Toreros
at 4-1 on the year. More importantly, it
put them at 2-0 in Pioneer League play.
The team is playing with a confidence
that seemed to be lacking in the previous
couple of seasons.
As fans, there is nothing not to be
proud of. Who knows if any of the guys
on the current team will end up walk
ing an NFL sideline? It doesn't matter.
We've got two guys doing that for us
already.
So my brother can laugh all he
wants at a 42-0 win. Will he laugh if
this team makes the playoffs (which his
stupid Division I program could never
do because, you know, the BCS)? He
definitely can't laugh at our old head
coach that has his new NFL team look
ing like a playoff contender. I'm proud
of everything the Toreros of the past
have accomplished, and I'll continue to
be proud of the team at hand, no matter
how small or large the winning margin.
But it would be much easier if they
kept winning by 42.
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LEFTTOP: USD women's volleyball team comes together in celebration after winning game one against BYU. RIGHTTOP: Junior libero, Kandiss Anderson, serves the ball against
BYU. BOTTOIVhTheToreros attack during their match over the weekend.The team is now 16-1 on the season and 2-1 in WCC play.

Women's volleyball bounces BYU and UCI
By Scott Brace
The No. 17 University of San Di
ego women's volleyball team swept
aside the University of California Ir
vine Anteaters and the Brigham Young
University Cougars, bouncing back
from a tough week which saw their un
defeated season slip away.
After losing their perfect season
in their conference opener a week ago,
the Toreros were keen to get back to
their winning ways. Although the team
eventually rebounded in a come-frombehind win over the Santa Clara Uni
versity Broncos in last week's second
road game, many on the team weren't
too happy with their performance.
The match against UC Irvine,
however, couldn't have been any more
different.
The Toreros came out of the
blocks fast in the opening set, jumping

out to an early 7-3 lead. After a brief
fight back from the Anteaters, USD
ran off six more points consecutively,
blowing the set wide open and allow
ing them to cruise to a 25-17 victory.
The second set proved to be much
closer, as the Anteaters held the lead
over the Toreros throughout the major
ity of the frame.
With the score hanging at 23-20
in favor of Irvine, junior outside hitter
Amber Tatsch's kill ignited at late run
from the Toreros, propelling them to
their first lead of the set at 24-23. USD
would then hold serve at game point,
ending the set on a 5-0 run, enabling
them to take a 2-0 lead into the break.
The third set was similar to the
first and didn't prove to be much of a
contest, as USD came out of the inter
mission on fire and crushed UC Irvine
25-16.
Although the sweep looked very
impressive on paper, many of the play

ers still had some concerns.
"We were having some ball con
trol is issues," sophomore middle hit
ter Chloe Ferrari said, referring to the
first two sets. "I think we figured it out
though. We made some adjustments."
Next up for USD was a welcom
ing of Brigham Young University
to the Jenny Craig Pavillion in what
would be the first ever meeting be
tween the two teams in the West Coast
Conference.
"We spent a lot of time scouting
this team," Tatsch said.
And that scouting certainly paid
off as the Toreros thumped the Cou
gars 25-16,25-16 in the first two sets.
"We wanted to send a message to
the rest of the teams in our conference
that we are a better team than what we
showed," Tatsch said, "so we definite
ly came out with that focus and that
fire in the first two games."
Going for their 12th sweep of

the season, the Toreros were met with
some strong resistance in the third set
as the Cougars did not want to relin
quish their own perfect record in con
ference play.
Set three was close throughout
and included 12 ties and six different
lead changes. With the score tied one
final time at 22-22, sophomore middle
hitter Katie Hoekman's kill gave the
Toreros the final push they needed to
close out the Cougars with a 3-1 run to
win the game and take the match.
"We may have been a little lax go
ing into the third game," Tatsch said,
"but it was good to have a test and
come out of that test with a win."
The win put the Toreros at 16-1 on
the season and 2-1 in the West Coast
Conference. USD will take on the
University of Portland Pilots and the
Gonzaga University Bulldogs in two
WCC match-ups on Oct. 6 and Oct. 8
in the JCP.

Injury-plagued men's soccer wins WCC opener
Bv Tyler Wilson
Injury has been the one constant
this season for the USD men's soccer
team. Senior forward Stephen Posa
pulled his right hamstring against No. 8
UC Santa Barbara two weeks ago and
redshirt sophomore midfielder Daniel
Meade is out with an injury as well. To
top it off. sophomore starting forward
Sergio Lopez has been out for every
game this season. Posa and Meade are
second and third on the team in shots
taken, so losing them greatly hinders the
USD offense.
These injuries, although curtailing
the Toreros' offensive firepower, have
not drained their fight. They have been
in almost every game this season and
have not given up. Despite these play
ers' injuries and their determination,
some Toreros have not been playing up
to their skill level.
"We are fighting through injuries,"
head coach Seamus McFadden said.
"We also have some players not playing
to their full potential."
One of those players is junior for
ward Patrick Wallen. who was named
last year's West Coast Conference play
er of the year. He led the team with 12

goals in 19 games played last season,
but this year only has one goal through
nine games. He is leading the team in
shots though with 23, but these shots are
not turning into goals.
Posa, who according to McFad
den was only 60 to 70 percent healthy
for last Wednesday's game against the
Loyola Marymount University Lions,
still gave it a go at Torero stadium.
LMU, who was picked to fin
ish first in the WCC this year, has had
a rocky 2-8 start to their season. The
Lions seemed to take out their frustra
tion on the Toreros, exemplified by the
games' six yellow cards. But McFadden
seemed to think LMU's physicality ini
tiated from their coaching.
"It was a rough game, but that's the
way LMU was coached," coach McFad
den said. "They were coached to scrap
for things and they do usually foul more
than any other team in the WCC."
Junior midfielder James Cohn
broke through LMU's physicality in the
28th minute when he scored the game's
first goal. Cohn received a pass from
junior midfielder Dan Delgado just out
side the left side of the penalty box and
slipped it past Lions' goalie Jack McCormack from seven yards out to put
the Toreros up 1-0.
The game's onlv other goal was

scored in the second half when Posa re
ceived a pass from sophomore defender
Elijah Galbraith-Knapp, who then drew
the defense toward the left corner to
open up the field for an injured Posa.
Posa then received the pass and headed
it past the Lions' goalie to put the Tore
ros up 2-0.
"Posa was able to play though
through his injury against LMU, even
though he was only 60 to 70 percent,"
McFadden said. "He even scored a goal.
But he tweaked his hamstring again be
fore the Saint Mary's game and was not
able to sprint, so we protected him and
kept him out against Saint Mary's."
Posa's absence against the Saint
Mary's College Gaels last Friday night
deflated the Toreros', as they arguably
were without their most experienced
player. The USD offense could not get
into a rhythm all game and was obvi
ously not in sync without Posa. None
theless, they were able to muster up
some shots and ended up out-shooting
the Gales 6-5 in the second half after a
lackluster first half.
USD held its own without Posa and
the rest of the injured players and even
had a 9-2 advantage in corner kicks on
the night. Despite the Toreros' resil
ience and certain statistical advantages,
they could not put the game away be

fore it ended knotted up at 0 at the end
of two 10-minute overtime periods.
"We're really licking our wounds
right now," coach McFadden said.
"Saint Mary's is a team that is built
around dominating time of possession,
so with all of our guys injured we did a
good job of keeping up with them in the
second half."
It doesn't get any easier for USD
from here on out. The Toreros face the
University of Portland Pilots tomorrow
and the Gonzaga University Bulldogs
on Sunday, both games in the Pacific
Northwest.
"It's the week from hell," coach
McFadden said when talking about the
two games against Portland and Gon
zaga. "We are lucky to go up there and
win one. Last year we won one and tied
one, and the year before we won both of
them, but that is very unusual."
Hopefully these two games can be
a turning point for USD's season. Cur
rently, the Toreros are playing inconsis
tently, but this is to be expected with the
amount of injuries they have had. Posa
is currently listed as day-to-day, but
nonethless the Toreros will still have to
fight through the rest of their injuries.
This weekend will definitely test USD
and will exploit what they are capable
of in the face of their injuries.
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USD baseball team and paticipants of the Micacle League pose for a picture at the event.

Baseball Team volunteers with the Miracle League
USDbaseball looks to make a difference for the third consecutive year
By Victor Sanchez

For the third consecutive year,
the University of San Diego baseball
team partnered up with the The Mira
cle League of San Diego. The Miracle
League is a non-profit organization
dedicated to helping disabled children
develop the skills needed to achieve
their full potential mentally, socially
and physically. The benefits of partici
pating in the Miracle League extend
beyond the baseball field and impact
everyone involved, including players,
parents, sponsors, coaches, buddies,
volunteers and fans.
USD baseball volunteered by pro
viding a skills clinic last week for 20
passionate players with physical and
mental disabilities at the Engel Family
Field in San Dieguito Park. There were
many stations that the participants
could rotate through such as hitting,
pitching, fielding, running the bases
and simulating a game. This was a

great opportunity for the USD baseball
team to connect with the community
of San Diego and give back. Players
were able to give pointers, share their
technique and witness how much of an
impact they made on people's lives.
"I enjoyed watching the kids have
the time of their lives playing the sport
they love," junior Austin Green said. "I
will never forget the enormous smiles,
the high fives, and the genuine per
sonalities that each and every kid pos
sesses."
This was Green's third year volun
teering his time to the Miracle League,
and getting that same sense of gratitude
year after year is something special.
"I know we all enjoyed watching
them play and have a good time," se
nior outfielder Jon Hotta said. "It was
a lot of fun. Just seeing the smiles that
we put on their faces was the most
memorable part of the day".
The kids of the Miracle League
are the true champions heye and par
ents especially enjoyed watching their

children participate in the drills at the
clinic. The players made sure that ev
eryone was safe while participating in
the station activities and parents were
confident that their children were in
good hands.
"Another awesome weekend at
The Miracle League enabled my son
to feel special, successful at playing
baseball, and give many high fives to
an amazing group of young men," Sil
via Mah. a mother of a Miracle League
participant said. "1 want to thank the
USD baseball team for all coming out
and supporting our players, teaching
them valuable skills for them to be
better baseball players, and incredible
role models to emulate."
Without the Miracle League of
San Diego, many of these children
may have not have had the opportu
nity to fulfill their dreams of playing
baseball. The USD baseball team has
done this for three-straight years now,
and they don't plan on stopping any
time soon.
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Toreros players helped children learn the fundamentals of baseball.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE
H E A L T H

S C I E N C E S

Po/Frf yow cav
/A our direction...
Physical and Occupational Therapy Degree
Program Open House
Friday, October 7, 2011

5:30 pm - 7:30 pm

Join us in beautiful San Diego, CA to learn about how a career in
Physical Therapy or Occupational Therapy could change your
life.
Attend our Open House to meet with the faculty and students of
the University of St. Augustine (USA). View hands-on
demonstrations, learn about the continuously growing professions
of Physical and Occupational Therapy, and take a tour of our
beautiful California campus.
USA is a graduate institution that focuses solely on health science
education. It is our mission to provide professional development
to health care providers through innovative and individualized
education. We look forward to meeting you on campus and
sharing with you all that our university has to offer.

THERE'S LIFE. AND THEN THERE'S

HAZARD CENTER #
HazardCenter.com

FRIARS AT FRAZEE

To RSVP, please visit us at www.USO.edu and click on the
"Events" tab. If you have any further questions,
please call (866) 557-3731.
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Redshirt sophomore quarterback Mason Mills drops back for a pass during theToreros' homecoming win over Davidson on Oct. 1.

Toreros football blows out Davidson, 42-0
Successful homecoming weekend improves USD s record to 4-1 on the season
By Morgan Lewis

This past weekend the University
of San Diego celebrated homecoming,
and with homecoming weekend comes
a great football game with a large au
dience. The USD football team was
coming off a 17-point comeback win
last week against Morehead State Uni
versity, and was looking to continue
their late game dominance with anoth
er win in Torero Stadium in front of a
crowd of 3,764 fans.
The Toreros played their best
game of the season, beating the
Davidson University Wildcats 42-0.
The Toreros (4-1, 2-0 PFL) put on an
impressive showing on both sides of

the football to earn their second win
in the Pioneer Football League. The
offense looked very strong once again,
while the defense got their first shutout
of the season.
The biggest concern for the
Toreros throughout the year has been
the performance of its defense. In three
of the four games thus far, USD has
given up more than 30 points to their
opponents. "We have not played our
best football defensively," sophomore
defensive end Blake Oliaro said. "We
know that we definitely have to step up
our game if we want to win a league
title. We have the guys to get it done,
we just need to put it all together."
The defense did just that this
week, shutting out a Davidson team

that averaged over 26 points and
441 total yards a game prior to their
match-up against the Toreros. The
men up front absolutely dominated in
the trenches, holding the Wildcats to a
dismal negative two yards rushing and
sacking the opposing quarterbacks an
impressive six times.
Senior
linebacker
Andrew
Bakhtiari picked up two of the six
sacks, while Senior defensive end
Mario Kurn recovered a fumble at
the end of the first half that led to
the Toreros fourth touchdown. The
Toreros were also able to force two
more turnovers en route to a great
defensive performance.
The offense did not have to
bail out the defense this week, but

they continued their impressive
performance with a balanced attack
of running and throwing. The Toreros
poured it on early, scoring 14 points
in each of the first three quarters.
They finished with 395 total yards of
offense.
Junior quarterback Mason Mills
had another great day, tossing for 191
yards and 3 touchdown passes and
rushing for one more. Mills was able
to spread the ball around to a variety
of receivers. Nine different wide
receivers caught passes, with senior
wideout Sam Scudellari finishing
with four catches for 31 yards and a
touchdown, and freshman Brandon
White finishing with four catches for
54 yards.

Sophomore running back Kenny
James has continued to impress,
rushing for 61 yards and a touchdown.
He also added a spectacular 95-yard
kickoff return for a touchdown to start
the second half.
"It felt great to finally play to our
potential on both sides of the ball,"
Junior offensive tackle Matt Peleti said
of the victory. "We played the type of
football that we know we could play all
season. We have a lot of great pieces in
place and it was a matter of time before
we played to that potential."
The Toreros are looking to
continue their winning ways this
Saturday when they travel to Indiana
to take on Pioneer League opponent,
Valparaiso University.
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LEFT: Freshman Hakim Rahmaan forces fumble in the second quarter of USD's win. RIGHT: Sophomore Sam Hoekstra evades a Davidson defender.

